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 Abstract 

I conducted a qualitative research study using collaborative storytelling and conversation, 

Indigenous Research Methodology and Grounded Theory, through the lens of decolonization and 

reconciliation, to answer the question: What Inuvialuktun words can be rediscovered or created 

to modernize the traditional Inuvialuit language to include terms of climate change, energy 

conservation and efficiency and renewable energy? An Inuvialuktun Language Development 

workshop was held in Inuvik in the Northwest Territories. Through the workshop, 10 Inuvialuit 

Elders developed 370 Inuvialuktun modern terms to describe energy conservation, efficiency and 

renewable energy. The findings show that Inuvialuktun is an ancient language rich with words 

with a strong connection to the environment. This study demonstrated the value and utility of the 

modernized terms in the Western Canadian Arctic and offers recommendations for future 

workshops to help improve environmental education and communication regarding energy 

conservation, efficiency and renewable energy in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. 
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Preface 

In the spring of 2011, with two bags and a yoga mat, I travelled to Inuvik, Northwest 

Territories (NT). I was contracted to work six months coordinating the Inuvik Community 

Garden and Greenhouse, a small commitment that I thought would be a fun adventure. At the 

time, I never would have thought that I would be embarking on my seventh year in Inuvik. What 

started as a six month adventure led to the discovery of a wonderful community; a community 

that I now call my home. I have immersed myself in the community by volunteering at the soup 

kitchen, joining the ski club, teaching yoga and gardening at the community garden. I am no 

longer the Inuvik Community Garden and Greenhouse Coordinator; I am now the Regional 

Energy Project Coordinator for Arctic Energy Alliance (AEA), a non-profit organization 

dedicated to energy conservation, energy efficiency and the adoption of renewable energy. This 

position takes me travelling throughout the region and, as a result, my affinity for Inuvik and all 

it offers has expanded to include the communities that surround it.  

Over the past six years, I have come to care for the land, the people and the culture and 

traditions across the Western Canadian Arctic. I often revisit my memory of the first flight that 

brought me to this amazing place. I recall looking out of the frosted window to see the delta. It 

looked like a winter tapestry with rivers woven through the landscape – all the while; the turbo 

prop lulled me to sleep. I continue to be in awe of the landscape, art, traditional food, drumming 

and dancing. As a person, I have grown – the Elders have taught me to sew and bead; 

encouraged me not to worry so much and to rest when I am tired; and, by example, they have 

taught me the value of forgiveness, compassion and friendship. One of my fondest recollections 
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was watching two Polar bears in Sachs Harbour, while listening to stories of long ago – stories of 

loss, sadness, strength, resiliency and hardship. I remember reflecting on how strong yet soft the 

Elder was when she told me how hard life can be – and how much I appreciated her sharing the 

story with me.  

A Historical Time 

The time I have spent in Inuvik has aligned with a unique and historical time in Canada –

the period of Truth and Reconciliation. In 2009, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

(TRC) of Canada began a six year, emotional process to listen to Survivors, communities and 

others affected by the Canadian Residential School system.  

Over 130 residential schools operated across Canada and it is estimated that at least 150 

thousand First Nation, Métis and Inuit students passed through the system (Canadian Press, 

2015). The schools were a way for the Canadian government to colonize and gain control over 

Indigenous land and peoples, disrupt Indigenous governments and repress Indigenous cultures 

and spiritual practices (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015).   

During my first summer in Inuvik, I was told about the residential schools in the area that 

had been torn down; Grollier Hall and Stringer Hall. I discovered that the greenhouse I had 

arrived to coordinate was the old Grollier Hall ice rink and that some Elders did not like to visit 

the area because they had bad memories of the space. I became aware that the big white school 

that sat in the middle of Inuvik was previously a residential school, The Sir Alexander 

Mackenzie School, and was slated for demolition, which caused mixed emotions in the 

community. I realized how important food security was because the road was not always open 
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and supplies were often limited. I experienced the high cost of living I had heard about; food, 

housing and transportation were expensive. I learned firsthand that Northerners were generous; 

they regularly opened up their homes to me, offering meals and sharing. I caught on quickly to 

how the Elders and the traditions of the area were respected. However, the most life changing 

lesson for me occurred in the summer of 2011 when I first heard about Truth and Reconciliation. 

In June of that first summer, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada’s 

Northern National Event was held in Inuvik. The four day event was open to the public and the 

media, and the courage and resilience of the residential school Survivors and their families were 

celebrated and shared from coast to coast to coast. After the event, it became clearer to me how 

the area had been affected and that there was a need and a desire for healing and reconciliation. 

In the past few years I have learned that through colonization, Indigenous people were forced to 

give up their ancestral languages. Now many Indigenous people use English as their first 

language and this has put not only their languages, but also their cultures, at risk (Kovach, 2009).  

Truth and Reconciliation Report 

The final report from the TRC is now public and within the document there are 94 Calls 

to Action to help Canada heal and redress the legacy of residential schools. The 596 page long 

executive summary states: 

For over a century, the central goals of Canada’s Aboriginal policy were to eliminate 

Aboriginal governments; ignore Aboriginal rights; terminate the Treaties; and, through a 

process of assimilation, cause Aboriginal peoples to cease to exist as distinct legal, social, 

cultural, religious, and racial entities in Canada. The establishment and operation of 
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residential schools were a central element of this policy, which can best be described as 

“cultural genocide.” Physical genocide is the mass killing of the members of a targeted 

group, and biological genocide is the destruction of the group’s reproductive capacity. 

Cultural genocide is the destruction of those structures and practices that allow the group 

to continue as a group. States that engage in cultural genocide set out to destroy the 

political and social institutions of the targeted group. Land is seized, and populations are 

forcibly transferred and their movement is restricted. Languages are banned. Spiritual 

leaders are persecuted, spiritual practices are forbidden, and objects of spiritual value are 

confiscated and destroyed. And, most significantly to the issue at hand, families are 

disrupted to prevent the transmission of cultural values and identity from one generation 

to the next. In its dealing with Aboriginal people, Canada did all these things. (Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015, p. 1) 

It is this cultural genocide that has grabbed my attention in Inuvik. I have seen the disruption and 

transmission of cultural values, the most evident to me being the Inuvialuktun language. How 

does a grandparent share traditional knowledge and stories with their grandchildren when the 

grandchildren have been forced to speak English and forget their traditional language? The 

answer is they do not and, consequently, skills do not get easily passed down to the younger 

generations. 

Calls for action. 

One of the Calls for Action urges the federal government to enact an Aboriginal 

Languages Act that recognizes that Aboriginal languages are a fundamental and valued element 
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of Canadian culture and society, and that there is an urgency to preserve them. The TRC 

Aboriginal Language and Culture Call to Action states: 

We call upon the federal government to acknowledge that Aboriginal rights include 

Aboriginal language rights. We call upon the federal government to enact an Aboriginal 

Languages Act that incorporates the following principles: Aboriginal languages are a 

fundamental and valued element of Canadian culture and society, and there is an urgency 

to preserve them. Aboriginal language rights are reinforced by the Treaties. The federal 

government has a responsibility to provide sufficient funds for Aboriginal-language 

revitalization and preservation. The preservation, revitalization, and strengthening of 

Aboriginal languages and cultures are best managed by Aboriginal people and 

communities. Funding for Aboriginal language initiatives must reflect the diversity of 

Aboriginal languages. We call upon the federal government to appoint, in consultation 

with Aboriginal groups, an Aboriginal Languages Commissioner. The commissioner 

should help promote Aboriginal languages and report on the adequacy of federal funding 

of Aboriginal-languages initiatives. (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 

2015, p. 312)   

This Call to Action gives me hope that the Inuvialuit will have the support they require from the 

federal government to preserve, revitalize and strengthen the Inuvialuktun language so that 

younger generations may preserve their cultural identity. 

This research project is a way to help revitalize an Aboriginal language. Moreover, it is 

the start of my contribution to decolonization and reconciliation. I was called to action and 
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inspired by Justice Murray Sinclair’s opening remarks regarding the TRC report in Maclean’s 

(2015): “[i]t is my hope that the TRC’s calls to action will help bring about a new era for Canada 

— for Indigenous and non-Indigenous alike” (para. 16). Sinclair also said  

Achieving reconciliation is like climbing a mountain — we must precede a step at a time. 

It will not always be easy. There will be storms, there will be obstacles, but we cannot 

allow ourselves to be daunted by the task because our goal is Just and it also necessary. 

(Macleans, 2015, para. 25) 

Sinclair concluded his Macleans (2015) remark with “[r]emember, reconciliation is yours 

to achieve. We owe it to each other to build a Canada based on our shared future, a future of 

healing and trust” (para. 26). This article inspired and encouraged me to help build a better 

Canada and contribute to the new era he spoke of. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

This study is my first action as an environmental educator and communicator to help 

build a Canada based on a shared future; a future of healing and trust. This qualitative research 

addresses environmental and social issues within the framework of decolonization using 

collaborative storytelling and conversation grounded by Indigenous Research Methodology.  

This study seeks to answer the question: What Inuvialuktun words can be rediscovered or 

created to modernize the traditional Inuvialuit language to include terms of energy conservation 

and efficiency and renewable energy? 

Need For Renewable Energy and Language Revitalization 

Recently in the news and at conferences I have noticed the need and desire to address the 

implementation and adoption of renewable energy in the Canadian Arctic. There has also been a 

focus on language modernization and revitalization, not only in the Arctic, but across Canada. 

The Inuvialuit, the Government of Northwest Territories and the Federal Canadian Government 

have all indicated the need for renewable energy and language revitalization in the Inuvialuit 

Region.  

Inuvialuit. 

The Inuvialuit seek renewable energy options, are interested in new energy-related 

technology options and want to participate in energy-related programs and energy incentive 

programs (Communities of Aklavik et al., 2005). The Inuvialuit see the need to identify and 

promote potential renewable energy projects, energy efficiency projects and household energy 

audits as ways to address climate change challenges (Communities of Aklavik et al., 2005). The 
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Inuvialuit have also raised serious concerns over climate change and the impact this is having on 

weather patterns, land, water and animals (Communities of Aklavik et al., 2005). Consequently, 

they have made it their goal to introduce renewable energy technologies across the Inuvialuit 

Settlement Region (ISR), (Communities of Aklavik et al., 2005). The ISR is 90,650 km2 and is 

home to six geographically isolated communities – Aklavik, Inuvik, Tuktoyaktuk, Sachs 

Harbour, Paulatuk and Ulukhaktok . The largest community, Inuvik, has seasonal year round 

road access, Tuktoyaktuk and Aklavik have winter roads and seasonal barge service, and the 

remaining communities are serviced by barge or air. 

The Inuvialuit have expressed their desire to modernize their language to address the 

number of English words Inuvialuktun speakers use to refer to modern items such as internet, 

microwave and gasoline (CBC, 2005). The Elders worry that the language has not evolved and 

that it is being made weaker by the inclusion of so many English terms (CBC, 2005). The 

Inuvialuit are also making strong efforts to ensure that their language is not lost. For instance, in 

1998, they opened the Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre to help protect and conserve the 

language (Aklavik, 2017). 

Government. 

There is a movement across Canada and particularly in Canada’s north, where electrical 

power in small communities is generated by way of diesel generators, to reduce greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions and harvest renewable energy resources to offset the use of fossil fuels. Within 

the Northwest Territories (NT), there is a strong public desire to better use local renewable and 

alternative energy sources (Government Northwest Territories, 2017). Both the federal and NT 
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governments have made large financial commitments towards these energy sources. This 

collaborative effort will assist the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) in meeting 

its renewable energy target of 20 per cent in thermal communities (Miltenberger, 2012). The 

GNWT Energy Division (2017) states this on their website: 

The GNWT Energy Division is committed to getting the most out of our energy 

systems—to make energy more affordable and reduce environmental impacts that 

contribute to climate change. Today, the Northwest Territories (NWT) is 

an acknowledged leader in the use of biomass heating systems and we rank second in the 

country in installed kilowatts of solar energy on a per capita basis (para. 2).  

The website further states: 

Finding affordable energy sources and providing efficient energy services to remote 

communities across such a vast and rugged terrain is a big challenge. To help mitigate 

this challenge, the NWT is working to diversify its energy mix—including the 

increased development of renewable and alternative energy resources (para. 4). 

The commitment of the GNWT Energy division and its increased development of renewable and 

alternative energy will help northern communities reduce their cost of living and their carbon 

footprint. 

In 2017, the Government of Canada announced a commitment of $400 million to an 

Arctic Energy Fund to address energy security for communities north of the 60th parallel, 

including Indigenous communities (Government of Canada, 2017). The Government also 

announced a commitment of another $83.8 million over five years to integrate traditional 
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Indigenous Knowledge into the Pan Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate 

Change, to develop a better understanding of climate change and inform of adaptations to 

enhance Indigenous community resilience (Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, 2017). 

In addition to the movement towards renewable energy, there is also a movement to 

preserve the traditional languages of the North. The Government of Canada has committed $89.9 

million over the next three years to preserve, protect and revitalize Indigenous languages and 

cultures (Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, 2017). Meanwhile, the GNWT established an 

Indigenous Languages Secretariat to enhance the revitalization and protection of Indigenous 

languages throughout the NT (Government of Northwest Territories, 2017).  

The Study & Significance 

This thesis is a study of how the Inuvialuktun language can be expanded and modernized 

to include the present day terms of energy efficiency, conservation and renewable energy. This 

study is significant because the results can be used to educate and communicate about renewable 

energy and energy conservation in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. I can help support the 

initiatives of both the federal and territorial government, while providing a meaningful way to 

express and translate the Inuvialuit people’s concern about climate change, using their traditional 

language. This study will help elevate the Elders’ communication with community members 

when addressing concerns about climate change and energy consumption.  

The results can be used in the region to help preserve and modernize the Inuvialuit 

language. This study is also important because it can be replicated by other Indigenous groups so 
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that they too can modernize their traditional languages. The study thereby supports Canada’s 

movement towards decolonization and reconciliation. 

It is my hope that the results will be used by the Inuvialuit community to help modernize 

and preserve the Inuvialuktun language and encourage the adoption of clean renewable energy. I 

am optimistic that the results will inspire youth, with the voice of their Elders, to take the 

production of clean energy into their control, creating energy security that respects traditional 

values and the land for generations to come. 

Researcher’s Perspective 

To lend credibility to this study, I would like to acknowledge that this research was 

completed as both an academic requirement and as part of my professional career. This study 

grew out of a 2016 work project of which I was designated lead. The project, Inuvialuktun 

Language Terminology Development, was put forward in early 2016 to AEA by myself and 

Linda Todd. At the time of this project, I was the Regional Energy Project Coordinator for the 

Beaufort-Delta Region, which includes the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. In 2016, when AEA 

was planning annual projects this project was put forward and voted on by all AEA staff and was 

ranked 12/60 for potential projects, this high ranking allowed it to move forward with funding. 

I submitted the project as a proposal for my degree at Royal Roads University (RRU) and 

it was accepted. I hope that my disclosing of this information offsets bias and lends credibility to 

the research.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review  

I begin this review by highlighting two similar language revitalization projects. Next I 

give a short overview of a language that is preserved, but not without challenges. I then proceed 

to describe the Inuvialuit Settlement Region and the issues that affect the region regarding 

climate change, energy use, renewable energy and the Inuvialuktun language. The review 

concludes with a description of three initiatives that inspired me as a researcher to assist with the 

revitalizing of Indigenous Language throughout the Western Canadian Arctic. 

Hawaiian Language Revitalization 

Similar to the Inuvialuktun language, the Hawaiian language suffered after the arrival of 

the Europeans at the end of the eighteenth century, including prohibition in schools. As a result, 

by the early 1980s, only a few hundred speakers remained (Erin, 2016).  Revitalization started in 

1984 with the creation of Pūnana Leo - or language nest (Erin, 2016). The creation of Hawaiian 

immersion language schools and day cares has been successful and serves as a model for 

communities with endangered languages (Erin, 2016). A philosophy of the language nest 

program is that when possible words have been chosen which reflect Hawaiian traditions and 

culture rather than an English transliteration (Warschauer & Donaghy, 1994). This is a 

philosophy being used to help modernize the Hawaiian language for computer operations - an 

example is the word for "upload" or  ho'ouka, is the same word used for loading gear into a 

canoe (Warschauer & Donaghy, 1994).  
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Nunavut 

In Nunavut, an Inuit region, there have also been concerns with English transliteration 

(Amakak, 2012). In Iqaluit most public signs are transliterations into syllabics that while 

appearing Inuktitut are completely meaningless (Amakak, 2012). Poor translation is found in 

newspapers articles due to the lack of time and means available to translators (Cancel, 2009). 

Like Hawaii, words for modern issues are already out there and professionals in Nunavut have 

recommended calling on the keepers of the ancient words, the Elders (Cancel, 2009). In 

Nunavut, Elders have responded to the terminology professionals by asking them to translate 

concepts instead of words (Cancel, 2009). To protect and revitalize the Inuit language, in 2008 

the Government of Nunavut created the Inuit Language Protection Act and the Inuit Language 

Authority (Office of the Language Commissioner of Nunavut, 2008). As in Hawaii, this allows 

elementary school children to receive academic instruction in the traditional language (Office of 

the Language Commissioner of Nunavut, 2008). Like the revitalization taking place in Hawaii, 

the goal is to increase the population of Inuit who are fluent in their traditional language (Office 

of the Language Commissioner of Nunavut, 2008). 

Académie française  

In France, they have succeeded in language preservation. The Académie française is an 

association of 40 French scholars and writers, founded in 1635, devoted chiefly to preserving the 

purity of the French language (Collins English Dictionary, 2014). One of its tasks is to come up 

with French equivalents to the unwanted English words that slip into French – a term coined 

"franglais". With repeated use and consistency, some foreign words and phrases are naturalized 
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into a language (Amakak, 2012).Two Académie française initiatives include a website called 

“Dire, Ne pas dire” (“To say, Not to Say”) and an interactive site where visitors are invited to 

campaign to rehabilitate French words no longer regularly used, as well as space dedicated to a 

black list of Anglicisms (Samuel, 2011). The preservation of the language has not been without 

controversy. By not allowing the language to modernize there is concern about the dominance of 

the masculine in the language and activists are pushing for more inclusive written language, one 

without gender stereotypes (Daldorp, 2017). There is concern that the language will affect how 

women see themselves and what professions they may enter into (Daldorp, 2017).  

The Inuvialuit Settlement Region 

The Western Canadian Arctic is the home of the Inuvialuit and the Inuvialuit Settlement 

Region (ISR), under The Inuvialuit Final Agreement (Reidlinger, 2001). In 2011 Canadian 

National Household Survey (CNHS) reports that there are 59,445 Inuit in Canada (Statistics 

Canada, 2011). The 2011 CNHS also reports that the ISR is home to 3,110 Inuvialuit 

beneficiaries, representing 57.6 per cent of the Western Canadian Arctic population and 5.6 per 

cent of the total Inuit population (Statistics Canada, 2011).  

Climate Change  

Climate change has been noticed in the region by Elders for many years (Reidlinger, 

2001). Sea ice related change was most noticeable in the 1990s as was a reduction in the size of 

the permanent pack ice (Reidlinger, 2001). In 2001, research found that Inuit Elders believed that 

the years, seasons, and the weather had become unpredictable (Reidlinger, 2001). This research 

also discovered that in many cases, living memory of climate change extended back through oral 
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tradition and in interviews people spoke about what their parents or grandparents told them 

(Reidlinger, 2001). 

A study in Ambio (Corell, 2006) summarizes the science of climate change in the region 

and the impacts it has globally by reporting, 

Climate change is being experienced particularly intensely in the Arctic. Arctic average 

temperature has risen at almost twice the rate as that of the rest of the world in the past 

few decades. Widespread melting of glaciers and sea ice and rising permafrost 

temperatures present additional evidence of strong Arctic warming. These changes in the 

Arctic provide an early indication of the environmental and societal significance of global 

consequences. The Arctic also provides important natural resources to the rest of the 

world (such as oil, gas, and fish) that will be affected by climate change, and the melting 

of Arctic glaciers is one of the factors contributing to sea level rise around the globe. An 

acceleration of these climatic trends is projected to occur during this century, due to 

ongoing increases in concentrations of greenhouse gases in the Earth's atmosphere. These 

Arctic changes will, in turn, impact the planet as a whole. (Challenges of climate change: 

an Arctic perspective, 2006, abstract.) 

Additional scientific climate change impacts in the Arctic region include negative 

changes in the abundance of species, changes to migratory habitats, bio invasion, and changes in 

species habitat and distribution (Pechsiri et al., 2010). In 2010 it was reported that the Polar Bear 

population in the arctic region had recently declined by 15% due to loss of sea ice, the collapse 

of dens and increased distances between dens and food – all of which were influenced by rising 
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temperatures and increased rain (Pechsiri et al., 2010). The above issues are expected to escalate 

as it is estimated that by 2050, ice extent will decline by 30% and the ice volume 40% (Pechsiri 

et al., 2010). 

In 2005, the Inuvialuit hosted a workshop entitled Unikkaaqatigiit: Putting the Human 

Face on Climate Change. The region’s main concerns regarding climate change were 

diminishing ice, melting permafrost, earlier breakup of ice and erosion of banks and shores 

(Communities of Aklavik et al., 2005). Climatic and environmental changes are being 

experienced most rapidly by Indigenous populations, such as the Canadian Inuit (Cunsolo Willox 

et al., 2012). Current and future climate change impacts have created a growing urgency amongst 

Inuvialuit communities. These impacts have increased the risks associated with travelling on sea 

ice, consequently impacting access to hunting and fishing (Pearce et al., 2009).  

The Inuvialuit have noticed a rise in all season temperatures, less snow, fewer berries and 

more summer wind (Communities of Aklavik et al., 2005). Many hunters and trappers have 

noted that in the IRS region, ice freeze up is coming later in the year and is taking longer to get 

thick enough to travel (Ford, Pearce, Gilligan, Smit, & Oakes, 2008). The ice is also breaking up 

earlier, creating a shorter season for safe travel (Ford et al., 2008). 

More recently, community engagement in the region revealed that present day concerns 

have expanded to include water quality and quantity, increased forest fires, contamination of 

country foods, invasive species and loss of culturally significant sites due to slumping of the 

permafrost (Government Northwest Territories, 2017). As caribou populations dwindle and 

glaciers retreat, there is anxiety around the threat of food security because shifts in climate and 
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weather disrupt the natural cycle of plant and food availability (Kyhnlein, 1996). Climate change 

anxiety is a modern day issue that is affecting risk prone communities such as those in the ISR 

because their livelihoods are directly tied to the natural environment and changes in the climate 

and environment can impact their mental well-being (Clayton, Manning, Krygsman, & Speiser, 

2017). 

Climate change anxiety. 

Recent research shows that climate change is no longer abstract and that people globally, 

including the Inuit, are experiencing a range of psycho-social responses which may include 

emotional reactions such as fear, stress, sadness or anxiety (Clayton et al., 2017). When speaking 

about being unable to travel on the land or ice during winter the Inuit expressed deep frustration 

with the changing conditions and when asked about future winters, they were worried, scared 

and fearful (Cunsolo Willox et al., 2013). Temperatures are rising in the Circumpolar North 

twice as fast as in the rest of the world (Fabian, 2017). As climate change knowledge grows, 

anxiety about our changing world emerges and takes a toll on people’s health, while also creating 

feelings of fear and bewilderment (CBC, 2015).  

In addition to climate change anxiety, solastalgia, a sense of loss and desolation, is 

increasing due to climate change issues (Clayton et al., 2017). Climatic changes are altering local 

ecosystems in Northern Canada, negatively impacting a sense of place (Cunsolo Willox et al., 

2012). Indigenous communities are at risk of losing their homes, cultural heritage and 

livelihoods (Clayton et al., 2017). As climate change irrevocably changes our landscapes, such as 
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the Arctic, residents may experience solastalgia, the feeling that they are losing a place that is 

important to them (Clayton et al., 2017).  

In the past two years, there has been an increase in Canadians seeking professional help 

to reduce climate change distress and anxiety (CBC, 2015). Small steps to mitigate climate 

change have been recommended to help reduce climate change anxiety (CBC, 2015). Developing 

new energy conservation terminology is a small step that may help reduce the feelings of 

anxiety. It is important to develop the Inuvialuit language so that the region and the Inuvialuit 

can have conversations about climate change, reduce climate change anxiety and address and 

gain control over this very real global situation. The impacts of climate change have created 

uncertainty and stress within the region because it is important to the Inuvialuit way of life that 

they can spend time safely on the land (Communities of Aklavik et al., 2005).  

Energy Use 

With some of the coldest, longest and darkest winters on Earth, the demand for electricity 

is high in the Western Canadian Arctic (Robinson, 2016). Organizations such as AEA and Polar 

Knowledge (PK) have been established to work with these communities on projects that 

facilitate the adoption of cleaner energy, energy efficiency and energy conservation in the area. It 

is hoped these initiatives will help mitigate climate change, reduce the cost of living and provide 

a degree of energy security.  

All six communities are thermal communities; meaning they generate their electricity 

independently with the use of diesel generators. These generators are inefficient, create excessive 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, are reaching the end of their service lives and are expensive to 
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operate and maintain. Several years ago AEA studied the communities of Aklavik, Inuvik and 

Tuktoyaktuk and calculated each community’s energy consumption and its energy efficiency 

(Arctic Energy alliance, 2008). Recently, AEA has studied the communities of Paulatuk, 

Ulukhaktok and Sachs Harbour and calculated each community’s energy consumption and its 

energy efficiency (Arctic Energy Alliance, 2016). I have presented both findings below in  

Table 1.   

Table 1 

Inuvialuit Regional Energy Profile by Community 

Community Population Cost of Fuel Waste Heat 

Aklavik 628 $3,700,000  73% 

Inuvik 3615 $30,000,000  69% 

Paulatuk 315 $2,862,000  66% 

Sachs 
Harbour 129 $1,879,000  71% 

Tuktoyaktuk 915 $7,200,000  71% 

Ulukhaktok 438 $3,237,000  67% 

 

It is this expense, inefficiency and high level of GHG emissions that are pushing the 

residents and the government of the region to adopt renewable energy such as solar, wind and 

biomass (Government of Northwest Territories, 2015). In the next three decades, much of the 

existing NT energy infrastructure will be replaced or rebuilt, presenting the opportunity to install 

renewable energy systems while not stranding current assets (Robinson, 2016). 
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Adoption of renewable energy. 

A remote community’s goal to reduce dependence upon high cost, carbon-intensive 

diesel generators can be a driver for changing energy sources and encourage the adoption of 

multiple sources of renewable energy (St. Denis & Parker, 2009). Currently in the NT, 8 per cent 

of the energy comes from renewable sources, which includes hydro, wind, solar and bio mass 

(Robinson, 2016). With less than 10% of the NWT’s energy supply currently sourced from local 

sources the increased use of local solar, wind, hydro and biomass could increase that amount to 

70%, creating local employment (Robinson, 2016). 

Inuvialuktun Language 

The Official Language of the ISR is Inuvialuktun, which is composed of three dialects: 

Uummarmiut, Siglit and Kangiryuarmiut (Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, 2014). 

Uummarmiutun, meaning people of the evergreens and willows, is spoken in the tree-lined 

inland communities of Aklavik and Inuvik; Siglitun’s meaning is still debated but it is spoken in 

the coastal communities of Tuktoyaktuk, Paulatuk and Sachs Harbour; Kangiryuarmiut, meaning 

people of the large bay, is spoken in the community of Ulukhaktok (Inuvialuit Regional 

Corporation, 2017). However, the people of Ulukhaktok prefer to call their language 

Innuianaktun because of their strong ties with the people of the central Arctic (Inuvialuit 

Regional Corporation, 2017).  

The Inuvialuktun dialects are spoken along the Beaufort coast of the NT. In 1990, the NT 

Official Languages Act recognized Inuvialuktun as an official language of the NT (Nitah, 2002). 

Since then, the government has been carrying out activities to promote the use of all official 
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languages (Nitah, 2002). In the Inuvialuit region, the majority of parents of Inuit children said it 

was very important that the child speak and understand the language (Statistics Canada, 2006). 

Endangered language. 

Inuvialuktun is classified as an endangered language because it is spoken by fewer than 

50 per cent of the population, primarily Elders (Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, 2014). The 

2011 Canadian National Household Survey reports that there are 20,100 Inuit children in Canada 

of which 10.7 per cent live in an intergenerational home with their parent(s) and one or more 

grandparent (Statistics Canada, 2011). Traditionally, Indigenous first languages, culture, 

traditional knowledge and education were passed from generation to generation because the 

language was spoken at home (Petten, 2007). The colonization of Canada, which introduced the 

Residential School system that prohibited the use of Aboriginal languages, disrupted the 

intergenerational transmission of language (Petten, 2007). Dodie Lennie (2017) acknowledged 

this challenge as a reason for starting the CBC North Inuvialuit language radio show when she 

stated, “[s]ome people are, because of colonialism, embarrassed that they can't speak the 

language. They might be embarrassed too because they're mixing English with Inuvialuktun, 

especially with the elders, they're feeling that they should be more fluent” (White, 2017). Other 

influences affecting language extinction include: the introduction of the English and French 

languages, migration and cross-dialectal marriage (Petten, 2007).  

The 2013 CNHS reports that between 2006 and 2011, the number of Indigenous people 

who reported that they were able to conduct a conversation in an Indigenous language declined 

by 2 per cent, while the Indigenous identity population increased by 20.1 per cent (Statistics 
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Canada, 2013). In 2016 CNHS reports that since 2006 the number of people who reported that 

they were able to have a conversation in an Indigenous language continued to decline and is 5.8 

per cent lower than in 2006 (Statistics Canada, 2017). The 2016 CNHS report also states that 595 

Inuit reported as able to speak Inuvialuktun well enough to carry on conversations and that 22% 

of the Inuit in the Inuvialuit region could speak Inuvialuktun or Inuinnaqtun (Statistics Canada, 

2017). 

With one language being lost every two weeks and half of the existing languages 

expected to die out in the next 80 years, it is necessary to protect the Inuvialuit language because 

of its importance to the region (Aulakh, 2013). A recent study in the ISR shows that in terms of 

popularity, the Inuvialuktun language is more interesting, friendly and of higher importance than 

English, yet it continues to decline (Oehler, 2012).  

Language acquisition motivators. 

The Inuvialuit language and identity study (Oehler, 2012) reported that the availability of 

language and culture instruction programs in the school system serves as motivation for youth to 

engage in language acquisition. There are also a number of motivators within the Inuvialuit 

communities (Oehler, 2012). In most of the communities in the Inuvialuit region, both 

Inuvialuktun and English are used in child development programs because children are more 

likely to learn and speak the language if they are exposed to it in many settings (Statistics 

Canada, 2010). Another motivator is the Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre (ICRC) which 

opened in 1998 to support the development and preservation of the Inuvialuktun language 

(Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, 2014). The ICRC mandate includes preserving and building 
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the language by incorporating new words that reflect current culture and technology (Inuvialuit 

Regional Corporation, 2014).  

Oehler’s (2012) study also highlights the interest, importance and need to develop the 

Inuvialuktun language. The study recommended more work be done in terms of highlighting 

how existing motivators can be expanded beyond the school system (Oehler, 2012). 

Language development and modernization.  

Although many languages are becoming extinct, revitalization is happening. A language 

change applied to endangered languages is considered language modernization – the 

development of new vocabulary and genres of speech that are part of our everyday living 

(Hinton, 2011). If the language stopped being used, say 50 years ago, then there would not be 

any words for objects and activities that developed in the last half century (Hinton, 2011). 

There have been several Aboriginal language development initiatives reported by 

Canadian Radio Broadcasting (CBC). CBC is the Canadian Crown Corporation that serves as the 

Canadian national public radio and television broadcaster (Eaman, 2015). The initiatives include 

an Inuvialuit radio show, Cree book and a Slavey, Chipewyan and Cree grocery store translation 

project. They share a common thread: they each bring language development out of the 

classroom and into the community. 

The first initiative is the Inuvialuit CBC radio show titled Quliaqtuavut which means our 

stories in Inuvialuktun (White, 2017). This program will promote the endangered Inuvialuktun 

language throughout the Northern Canadian Arctic communities (White, 2017). The host, Dodie 

Lennie, says, "[i]t gives people an opportunity to listen to the language, to listen to the strong 
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speakers as well in the different dialects" (White, 2017, para. 3) she backs up its importance by 

stating, "[t]here's also a hunger out there for people to learn the language" (White, 2017, para. 5). 

A second initiative is the publishing of the book, 100 days of Cree, by the University of 

Regina Press. The author, Neal McLeod, connected with Cree speaking people and those 

interested in the language on Facebook (McLeod, 2016). For 100 days, McLeod posted 10 Cree 

words each day, belonging to a theme, which was discussed on Facebook (McLeod, 2016). 

Terms were developed for themes such as sewing, working together, Internet use and computer 

technology, and it is McLeod’s hope that these modern terms will offer something to the new, 

large, emerging generation of Cree speakers (McLeod, 2016).  

The third initiative was in the southern NT where a project that promoted three 

Aboriginal languages (South Slavey, Cree and Chipewyan) was honoured during the month of 

March – Aboriginal Language Month in the NT. The successful project provided the written 

words for over 65 food products that were attached to an app where the customer could access 

the verbal translation (Thomson, 2017). This project was designed as a way to take education out 

of the classroom and create a modern living dictionary for those shopping for staples such as 

bread, sugar, flour, salt and onions (Thomson, 2017). It was designed as a one month project, 

however, it is considered being carried over because of its success at getting the language into 

the communities (Thomson, 2017).  

In addition to the above CBC reported initiatives there are also many others such as the 

important work being done by the Haida Elders. During a phone conversation last year, Dr. King 

(L.King, personal communication, 2016) mentioned an interesting language development 
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program, the Skidegate Haida Immersion Program (SHIP). She said that Haida Elders get 

together in a relaxed setting in the morning in a workshop setting discussing a topic and 

generating a few words and that the afternoon is spent dissecting the language. A google search 

revealed an article where Ramsey (2005) speaks to the methods: 

 Each day at SHIP starts with a prayer in Haida and then five new words a day are added 

to the glossary. Once each word is written and spoken, the participants then have the 

chance to make a sentence using the new words which is also recorded. “Every word is 

precious,” says Brown. Some sentences are funny, like when syang (mink) and haajasdii 

(oh dear) were recorded in a plaintive, “Oh dear, I don’t have a mink coat.” Others tell a 

mini-story, like how a cedar oven mitt was used to take things out of a fire, proving these 

exercises are more than a linguistics, but part of documenting a culture. Throughout the 

proceedings elders discuss the spellings and pronunciations of each word making changes 

if necessary. Every village had its own dialect, says Borsario, so it is important to note 

the differences (para.8-10).  

This model has been successful in resurrecting the Haida language; so far they have over 

9,000 words recorded in a dictionary.  

All of the above information gained in my literature review was used to assist me to 

develop my methods and inspire me so that I may help the Inuvialuit develop new energy terms. 

I’ve learned that creating a safe, inspiring and positive space is important. By exploring how 

others are being successful in modernizing and preserving language it gives me inspiration and 

confidence that this work is important, necessary and possible. 
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology 

This chapter begins by outlining the design and rationale of this project and describing 

the methods chosen – specifically collaborative storytelling and conversation, Indigenous 

Research Methodology and Grounded Theory. It then explains the coding method selected for 

analysis and how the results were tested for validity. The chapter continues with the methods 

used for participant recruitment, location selection and scientific permitting. It concludes with a 

description of the method used to coordinate the travel necessary for the research. 

Research Design and Rationale 

This study seeks to answer the question: What Inuvialuktun words can be rediscovered or 

created to modernize the traditional Inuvialuit language to include terms related to climate 

change, energy conservation and efficiency and renewable energy? To answer the research 

question, I conducted a qualitative research study using collaborative storytelling and 

conversation, Indigenous Research Methodology and Grounded Theory.  

Collaborative storytelling and conversation. 

   Conversation was used in the research to encourage collaborative storytelling. 

Conversation and storytelling align with the Indigenous view of orally transmitting knowledge, 

while involving a dialogic participation that holds a deep purpose of sharing story as a means to 

assist others (Kovac, 2010). The method was chosen to help participants deepen their 

relationship with each other and with the researcher, while also encouraging them to share stories 

from their lives, which could result in a powerful source of traditional knowledge (Kovac, 2010). 

Including conversation in an Indigenous framework is linked to traditional knowledge. It is 
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relational and purposeful; involves particular protocol, informality and flexibility; and is 

collaborative (Kovac, 2010). 

Indigenous Research Methodology. 

I chose to use the Indigenous Research Methodology because as a non-Indigenous 

researcher, I must acknowledge the colonial history of Indigenous oppression imposed by 

Western based policy and research methods (Kovach, 2009). In Canada, research involving 

Indigenous communities has a historical association with colonialism and consequently, there is 

a reluctance for these groups to engage in academic research (Castleden, Garvin, & Huu-ay-aht 

First Nation, 2008). The Indigenous Research Methodology is emergent, not extractive, is 

accountable to Indigenous community standards and mitigates the epistemological differences 

between Western and Indigenous thought (Kovach, 2009). Indigenous Research Methodology 

embraces traditional knowledge and value relational techniques in data collection, all while 

respecting the ethics of the natural world (Straga & Brown, 2015). The methods used must be  

beneficial to the community and culture, while meeting cultural protocols and respecting 

Indigenous epistemology which is fluid, non-linear and relational (Straga & Brown, 2015). 

Indigenous Methodology in research is guided by respect, reciprocity, relevance and 

responsibility (Straga & Brown, 2015), and it was these values that were most important to my 

decision to adopt this methodology.  

 

 

Grounded Theory. 
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I used Grounded Theory (GT), an inductive method of qualitative research that analyzes 

data to generate a theory, although I was seeking only to generate a conclusion and insight 

(Charmaz, 2006). As I was seeking new knowledge from the participants’ perspectives, GT 

allowed me to first observe, then analyze and finally generate a core category. I was guided by 

the book Constructing Grounded Theory: A Practical Guide Through Qualitative Analysis 

(Charmaz, 2006), as well as The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers (Saldana, 2009). 

Coding 

During the analysis I used coding. Initially I was working with the data directly; breaking 

it down and analysing it, initially looking for the emergence of a core category and related 

concepts, this is called open coding (Holton, 2007). Then I used selective coding of the data to 

theoretically saturate the core and related concepts (Holton, 2007). During the coding I used a 

macro. A macro is a series of commands combined to form a single command that then 

automates relatively simple Microsoft Word tasks and/or complex procedures that need to be 

performed often (Shelnitz, 2016). A macro is created using a macro recorder to record the steps 

taken during a procedure and translates it into code (Shelnitz, 2016). The code is then added to a 

user’s macro inventory. The particular macro (personal communication, June 2016) I used for 

coding was given to me by Mattias Morrison, who is in my Master’s cohort. He shared it with 

me on a past interview research project and I was able to insert it into my macro inventory and 

use it successfully. This particular macro allows words or terms to be highlighted with the 

comment function. The new comments are used to assign codes. These codes are then extracted 
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to a PDF and then an Excel spreadsheet where the data can be manipulated for further analysis. I 

named this macro MattiasExtractCommentsToNewDoc. 

 

Initial coding. 

Since coding is a large part of the GT method, I opted to use open coding or initial coding 

for my first cycle of coding. Initial coding breaks down qualitative data into discrete parts, in 

conjunction with constant comparison, while looking for similarities and differences (Charmaz, 

2006). More specifically, I used word by word coding during initial coding. Each word was 

assigned to a term, reducing the 370 individual terms, in all dialects to 56 codes. This allowed 

me to focus on the structure and flow of the Inuvialuktun words and how they affected my sense 

and memoing, while paying attention to their specific content (Charmaz, 2006). Initial coding is 

an elemental coding approach that offers a basic but focused filter to review data and build a 

foundation for second cycle coding (Saldana, 2009). Memos are where concepts emerge and 

theoretical ideas are generated through the recording of the researchers’ thoughts (Glaser, 2013). 

These notes or memos preserve the data that can easily be forgotten, so that concepts may be 

constructed later in the analysis (Glaser, 2013). 

Second coding. 

The second cycle of coding was used to reorganize and analyze the data generated from 

the first cycle to develop a coherent synthesis of the data — a smaller more concise list (Saldana, 

2009). I selected focused coding for the second cycle of coding because it ultimately results in 

coding first cycle data into concepts and thematic similarities (Saldana, 2009). Focused coding 
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uses the most significant and frequent codes to sift through first cycle data to determine the 

adequacy and which codes make the most sense in order to categorize the data (Charmaz, 2006). 

I was seeking repeat words, similar spelled and themes. For example, I noticed in this coding that 

when all three dialects were combined, water and wind were emerging as both repeat words and 

themes and that sun was similar spelled. 

Final coding. 

For final cycle coding, I used the "touch test" (Saldana, 2009, p.187) as the strategy for 

taking the date from the real to the abstract (Saldana, 2009). I explored how the codes and 

categories could be reworded and transformed into more abstract meanings (Saldana, 2009). I 

was seeking concepts that represented forms of abstraction and a higher level of thinking 

(Saldana, 2009). The most represented abstract meaning was used to generate my conclusion. At 

this stage I was focusing on actions, education, relationships and environmental themes to 

elevate the codes to a higher more abstract level. 

Analytic memo. 

An analytic memo was also included in the analysis. An analytic memo is the weaving of 

codes that reveals the thinking process about the codes and themes or categories developed 

(Saldana, 2009). I specifically included this in my analysis as a tool to help determine the 

validity of the project because the data were presented to an Inuvialuit Elder for feedback, an 

important step of Indigenous Research Methodology. 
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Validity 

To test the validity of this research, I used three methods: triangulation, peer review and 

participant feedback. Triangulation is the cross-checking of information and conclusions with 

other researchers or experts to create corroboration (Johnson, 1997). Peer review is the 

discussion of interpretations and conclusions with experts to receive useful insights, challenges 

and agreement (Johnson, 1997). Participant feedback is the sharing of the interpretations with 

participants for agreement and is an opportunity to clear up any miscommunication (Johnson, 

1997). I selected these methods because it was important to me that the results were validated by 

the Inuvialuit and that they were given an opportunity to participate in this process. 

Research Participants 

The knowledge base for this project lies with the Elders who speak the Inuvialuktun 

language; therefore only Inuvialuit Elders who reside in the IRS were included. To start, six 

participants were invited, one Inuvialuit Elder from each IRS community in the region. This was 

to ensure that each community and the three dialects were represented as equally as possible. 

These communities include Aklavik, Inuvik, Paulatuk , Sachs Harbour, Tuktoyaktuk and 

Ulukhatok. Since there was limited travel funding, two Elders from Inuvik, who could represent 

the three dialects, were also invited. This was done to increase the number of participants and 

ensure attendance at the workshop if inclement weather limited travel from the other 

communities, as it ultimately did. A sample size of eight participants was determined to be a 

suitable because this number offered representation of both the communities and the dialects 

while still working within the financial constraints. 
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Reciprocity. 

In keeping with the value of reciprocity and respect, the Elders were paid a daily 

honorarium for workshop attendance and the sharing of their traditional knowledge. Those 

travelling to Inuvik from their home communities also received honorariums for travel time and 

daily per diems to cover their food and incidentals while staying in Inuvik. All travel and 

accommodation costs were paid for. The Elders were given the option of staying with family or 

having a room provided. The travel period and workshop date were in the spring when travel was 

expected to be safest and usually not subject to weather related cancellations. The date selected 

was agreed to by all of the participants. The Elders were provided with taxis to/from the airport 

and to/from the hotel and workshop location and the Elders were not expected to work on travel 

days. Over the three day workshop, the Elders met from 9:30 am – 4:00 pm with a one hour 

lunch break. They were encouraged to take breaks when required.  

Participant selection. 

This study specifically targeted Inuvialuit Elders who were fluent in Inuvialuktun. 

Consequently, a mixed method of non-probability sampling, expert and snowball was used to 

recruit participants. Expert sampling is the method of recruiting by seeking the persons most 

immersed and competent in the area of study (Kaplan, Korf, & Sterk, 1987). Snowball sampling 

involves the selection of participants by utilizing insider knowledge and referral chains among 

subjects who possess common traits; it is often used to study rare traits and personal networks 

(Kaplan et al., 1987).  
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Recruitment. 

Prior to recruitment, with the assistance of Aurora Research Institute (ARI), each 

community was presented with the research study summary and given the opportunity to provide 

feedback, a necessary step to obtain a NT scientific research licence, as well as an important step 

in Indigenous Research Methodology. During this time, some communities, as well as the ICR, 

made recommendations on which Inuvialuktun experts were in the region. These names were 

assigned on a first come first serve basis to each community and dialect. The experts were then 

contacted about the workshop and sent a letter of invitation (Appendix A). If the language expert 

was unable to attend, he/she was asked to provide the name of another language expert in the 

community. That person was then contacted and an invitation was offered to him/her. This was 

repeated until each community was represented. After each language expert was selected, and 

their signed letters of invitation collectively returned, each participant received the letter of 

consent confirming attendance at the workshop and participation in the research (Appendix B). 

The combination of expert and snowball sampling was important because it allowed experts of a 

similar subject matter to be recruited in remote areas without researcher bias. 

Although originally we had invited eight Elders, we ultimately ended up with 10 

contributing to the workshop. There were two last minute additions. These were recruited in 

Inuvik the day before the workshop to help ensure we had enough attendance, in case the 

weather did not allow the others to travel. The first addition was a junior Elder, who was 

recruited by the snowball method. The junior Elder was from Ulukhatok and had ended up 

weathered in while visiting Inuvik. The group considered him/her a junior Elder because he/she 
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was not fluent in Inuvialuktun but was eager to learn and share the knowledge he held. The 

second addition was an Elder from Inuvik who was fluent in the language; he/she was also 

recruited with the snowball method. Unfortunately, the Elder from Tuktoyaktuk was unable to 

attend in person due to poor weather; however he/she did contribute twelve words. In total, as 

seen in Table 2, there were 10 participants, four male and six female, representing the three 

dialects from six communities: 

 
Table 2 
 
Dialects, Communities and Mode of Transportation  

 

Dialect Community Transportation 

Inunuianaktun Ulukhaktok Air 

Inunuianaktun Ulukhaktok Air 

Inunuianaktun Ulukhaktok Air 

Siglitun Inuvik N/A 

Siglitun Inuvik N/A 

Siglitun Tuktoyaktuk N/A 

Siglitun 
Sachs 
Harbour Air 

Siglitun Paulatuk Air 

Uummarmiutun Inuvik N/A 

Uummarmiutun Aklavik  Ice Road 

 

Location 

The project took place at the Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre located in Inuvik, NT, 

Canada. Inuvik was chosen because it is the regional centre for the Beaufort Delta. Inuvik is 

located 200 km north of the Arctic Circle and is home of the region’s largest airport, regional 
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hospital and the Inuvialuit Corporate headquarters. The community of Inuvik is the most 

accessible in the region and has all of the services; such as taxis, hotels, healthcare that were 

necessary to host the Elders. It was also hoped that the Elders would benefit from being able to 

visit family and friends, and stock up on supplies to take back home to their remote communities. 

The large distances between communities and the high cost of travel in the North mean many 

longstanding family relationships and friendships are renewed infrequently. 

Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre. 

The Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre was chosen because it is a space owned by the 

Inuvialuit and, with the assistance of the Elders, is dedicated to the preservation, development 

and revitalization of the Inuvialuktun language (IRC, 2017). It is a place where the Elders feel 

supported, safe and inspired by the available Inuvialuktun resources such as dictionaries, books 

and magazines. The area itself is full of Inuvialuit art including pictures, photos, carvings and 

traditional textiles. We were supported by the guidelines of this unique location, which allowed 

us to uphold the requirement of cultural protocol, an important thread of Indigenous Research 

Methodology. It was also out of respect for the Elders that this location was selected. It was 

important that they knew they were in their environment, rather than an institutional colonized 

setting. 

Permitting Process 

Prior to beginning the research and hosting the workshop, it was necessary to get the NT 

scientific permit (Appendix C) as well as approval for Ethics from Royal Roads University. This 

is a mandatory step for any research conducted in the NT and is regulated by the GNWT, Aurora 
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College and ARI. Since this research took place over two calendar years, the 2016 permit was 

extended until the 2017 permit was obtained (Appendix D). One of the steps in obtaining a 

licence is community feedback. Prior to the issue of a scientific licence, the application was sent 

to all communities for an opportunity for the communities to provide feedback. Within each of 

the communities, a number of organizations including the Inuvialuit Community Corporations, 

Hamlets, Towns and the Joint Secretariat were given the opportunity to support or raise 

concerns. The application for this research project was sent to 14 community organizations for 

input prior to approval, these included Hamlet of Paulatuk, Hamlet of Sachs Harbour, Hamlet of 

Tuktoyaktuk, Hamlet of Ulukhaktok, Inuvialuit Community Development Division, Inuvialuit 

Joint Secretariat, Inuvik Community Corporation, Paulatuk Community Corporation, Sachs 

Harbour Community Corporation, Town of Inuvik, Tuktoyaktuk Community Corporation and 

Ulukhaktok Community Corporation. 

This was an important step because through shared control of the decision-making 

process, all parties were involved, owned and shared the research process (Castleden et al., 

2008). Additionally, community input is an important component of Indigenous Research 

Methodology as it allows the communities to determine if the research is valuable to them 

(Straga & Brown, 2015). No negative feedback was provided, however, positive correspondence 

and support from the Ulukhaktok Community Corporation and the ICRC was received. 

Elders’ Travel 

With the support of the ICRC and the scientific research licence in place, we were able to 

book travel for the Elders’. With the assistance of the AEA, travel was booked two weeks prior 
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to the workshop, at which point all of the Elders were contacted to ensure they were still 

planning to participate. The Elders from Paulatuk, Ulukhatok, and Sachs Harbour flew into 

Inuvik from their respective communities, while those from Tuktoyaktuk and Aklavik arrived by 

vehicle (bus or personal vehicle) on the frozen Mackenzie River Ice Road. The Elders, who had 

not requested to stay with family, were booked in the ARI row houses, a comfortable house 

provided at a low cost by ARI to help support research in the Arctic. This was not only budget-

friendly but also gave the Elders the opportunity to stay together with full use of a kitchen where 

they could store and prepare their traditional country food among friends and family.  
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Chapter Four: The Workshop 

The workshop was held over three days at the ICRC. The Centre was rented and booked 

for our exclusive use. We had access to the kitchen, library, boardroom table, smart television 

and photocopier. The Elders were asked to arrive by 9:30 each morning and stay until 4:00 in the 

afternoon, and were provided a designated taxi and driver for transportation. Catering for 

morning and afternoon coffee, tea and snacks, as well as a traditional lunch was also provided. 

The catering was provided by an Inuvialuit community member. 

Day One 

The workshop began with a round of introductions of everyone including the Elders, 

Linda Todd (AEA program coordinator and co-facilitator) and me. Since the poor weather had 

delayed the scheduled arrivals, only four Elders were present in the morning. Two more Elders 

arrived in the afternoon, making a total of six by the end of the day.  

The group decided not to do the traditional prayer until all of the Elders had arrived. 

According to the Elders, traditional prayer is important to show respect for each other, our 

differences and our grandparents (personal communication, March 14, 2017). After everyone had 

arrived, the traditional prayer was offered and introductions were completed, the Elders put their 

own ground rules in place that would guide how the group worked together during the workshop. 

The process for developing the terminology was put forward for approval, as were the 

worksheets (Appendix E) and a PowerPoint with pictures to help the participants work through 

each energy related term. The goal of the workshop was to generate and translate 10 terms that 

would be decided by the Elders at the end of the workshop, which would be used in the region to 
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modernize the Inuvialuktun language and to help communicate and educate about energy 

conservation, efficiency and renewable energy.  

Since many of the Elders were already experts in developing Inuvialuktun language 

terminology and this was their project, it was important that they had input into and confirmed 

the design of the workshop. They decided to work in a large group, with subgroups for the three 

dialects. They wanted to work in the large group to practice speaking and sharing the language 

with each other. They also decided that they would write their words as spoken, take turns 

facilitating, respect and work together and limit interruptions. They felt it was important for the 

workshop design to be flexible and for breaks to be taken as needed.  

A very important decision and request made by the Elders was that the words they 

created not be changed or altered at any time, by anybody. They requested that this decision be 

respected and the words not be changed once they had put the pen to paper. There was a concern 

we may take the words and have them edited or altered. Linda Todd and I agreed to this request. 

Linda Todd is a program coordinator at AEA and assisted with facilitation of the workshop. 

Additionally, the Elders requested a necessary edit to the workshop worksheet. The request was 

to change the dialect, Kangiryuarmiut, to Innuianaktun. The Elders explained that the dialect, 

Kangiryuarmiut, is the dialect traditionally spoken in the community of Ulukhatok, however, due 

to this community’s strong ties to the Central Arctic, they prefer to use the term Innuianaktun 

(Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, 2017). The edit was made and the amended worksheets were 

printed and handed out (Appendix F). 
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I gave a background Prezi presentation (Appendix G) about AEA and our work on energy 

conservation, efficiency and renewable energy. Linda discussed some of the work that has been 

done by the neighbouring Tlicho region regarding energy terminology development. This 

presentation helped familiarize the Elders with past work completed by AEA. Following 

introductions, the Elders were encouraged to collaborate and tell stories about past and present 

energy use in their communities and homes. The Elders were also provided with the energy 

profiles of their communities to give context about current energy use to help guide the 

conversation. Energy profiles included population, energy cost, the types of energy used and 

their efficiency. Following this, a traditional lunch of caribou stew and bannock was served. 

The afternoon began with a slideshow, prepared by myself, of the renewable work and 

education that had taken place in the communities. The presentation included photographs of 

youth, Elders and projects in the Inuvialuit region. Many of the Elders recognized the people and 

places in the presentation. The purpose of this visual presentation was to highlight the work that 

was taking place in the Elders’ communities and to stimulate more conversation and storytelling.  

After the slideshow, the worksheets were circulated and the PowerPoint with the visuals 

of the terms listed on the worksheets was presented on-screen. The Elders got into their dialect 

subgroups and worked through the terms but were mindful to regularly get back together as a 

larger group to share, review, discuss and fine tune their developed terms. During the 

terminology development process, one term was presented at a time, both visually as well as 

with a verbal explanation. The Elders were encouraged to ask for clarity, converse with each 

other and share stories about each term. The Elders were then asked to put their new term under 
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the appropriate dialect, and wherever possible, include a back translation that the group of 

language experts would review. Back translation is critical and is a procedure where a team of 

professional translators interpret a document previously translated into another language back to 

the original language (One Hour Translation, 2015). It usually involves having an independent 

translator, with no prior knowledge of the original content (One Hour Translation, 2015) but for 

this research, the group reviewed each person’s work and assisted in real time. For example, 

when the Inunuianaktun group decided on their word for solar panels they shared it with the 

group for discussion and approval. There was no time limit and no limit on the amount of 

conversation or storytelling. It was only when everyone felt they had completed their work that 

the group moved forward collectively.  

Day Two 

Fortunately, the weather cleared and day two started with nine Elders present. 

Unfortunately, the Tuktoyaktuk road remained closed with no possibility of opening; 

consequently, the Tuktoyaktuk Elder was not able to attend the workshop. The communities of 

Sachs Harbour and Paulatuk use the same dialect, Siglitun, so the dialect was represented. The 

group opened with the traditional prayer, introduced each other again and assessed day one. The 

group reviewed its ground rules and all agreed to continue with them. The morning commenced 

with one Elder being asked to be present during a phone interview in Inuvialuktun about the 

workshop for the CBC North Radio Inuvialuit CBC radio show titled Quliaqtuavut. The Elder 

asked the group for approval and everyone agreed to this. After the interview, the worksheets 
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were brought out and the Elders continued to work through the terms using the worksheets and 

the PowerPoint. A traditional lunch of Arctic Char chowder and bannock was served. 

After lunch, two short videos on solar power and wind power were shown. The purpose 

of these videos was to give the Elders more information and background regarding the work they 

were doing. After the videos, while enjoying conversation and story, more terminology on 

renewable energy was developed. A small break was taken in the afternoon to listen to fiddling 

on the radio and enjoy some jigging, a traditional dance.  

Day Three 

The morning of day three started out by listening to the 10 minute Inuvialuktun radio 

interview the Elder had completed the previous day. This sparked conversation and storytelling. 

The group was then presented with a three minute video produced by AEA. The topic was the 

distribution of light-emitting diode (LED) light bulbs in the region. This provided background 

information and education about LED bulbs and the programs that AEA delivers. Due to limited 

flights to Ulukhaktok, two Elders left after lunch. The group decided to select the final 10 words 

and complete the workshop survey (Appendix H) before lunch while everyone was present. The 

participants were then asked to review and discuss the terms they had developed and, based on 

the presentations, conversations and stories over the course of the workshop, choose their 

favourite term to include in communication and education in the region. These terms were 

collected and added to a worksheet titled “Final Group Copy”. Each Elder was invited to reread 

the final group copy and only after everyone had agreed on it was it considered the final copy. 

The words selected were batteries, collaborative learning, ground mount, lifecycle costing, solar 
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panels (2 dialects), transmission line, wind turbine blade and yardstick energy audit. Although 

ten words was the goal the group was only able to come to agreement on nine. The group then 

completed the survey and enjoyed a beef soup and bannock lunch, with trifle to celebrate.  

In the afternoon, although the final results were concluded, the remaining group 

continued to work through the worksheets and share stories and conversation. Each member 

received a copy of their work and the originals were collected and stored as raw data. A final 

thank you, gift exchange and honorarium payment took place. I also committed to sharing the 

final results with the Elders and their respective communities on my next trip to each 

community.  

Although Paulatuk and Sachs Harbour have share the same dialect (Siglitun) as 

Tuktoyaktuk it was important that each community have a voice in the project. Since the 

Tuktoyaktuk Elder was unable to attend a workshop package was mailed to the Elder in 

Tuktoyaktuk. The Elder was asked to choose 12 terms and translate them. The Elder agreed and 

received a full day’s honorarium in exchange for the valuable terms. The results were scanned, 

emailed back and included in the final terms.  
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Chapter Five: Data Analysis  

This chapter explains the methods I used to analyze the data. I begin with memoing and 

transcription then move on to coding and the writing of my conclusion. The coding section is 

broken down into initial, second and final coding. During the analysis I tested validation using 

triangulation, which included meeting with a language expert who consulted on three documents 

and the analytical memo. The last step was to generate my conclusion grounded in the data. This 

was done after validation and using the results of the final step of coding. 

Memoing 

Prior to data transcription, I reviewed my coordination and workshop notes several times 

to get a sense of any emerging themes. I made notes as I did this. I continued to put my thoughts 

to paper throughout the analysis because it is an important step in GT, the selected systematic 

methodology. While studying the data and noting themes, I aimed to define categories and 

interpret the data (Charmaz, 2006). As the memos were made, I continually reorganized them 

while I integrated them into my theory development. The memos I wrote had primarily to do 

with the environment such as land, sun, water and wind. A favorite memo I wrote during the 

workshop was the observation I wrote overhearing a story of history. An Elder spoke about how 

his/her parent would freeze oranges and potatoes in the ground and they defrosted perfectly. It 

was an opportunity for me, the researcher, to reflect and write about my observations, code 

choices and definitions, and identify emerging patterns, categories, themes, concepts and theory 

(Saldana, 2009).  
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Transcription 

First, using the participant worksheets, I transcribed the responses into three sheets, one 

for each dialect: Uumaqmiuntun, Siglitun and Innuinaktun. Handwriting that was not legible was 

excluded and noted on the raw data sheets. Next, the transcript data were transferred to two 

macro-enabled Word documents. The first document I created was the collection of all the 

Inuvialuit terms created. Using the MattiasExtractCommentsToNewDoc macro and the comment 

function, I coded the terms and extracted them into a PDF. These were then transferred to an 

Excel spreadsheet where they were sorted, alphabetized and made into dialect specific tables that 

could be presented in results. 

Coding 

Initial coding. 

The second document created was my first cycle of coding, the initial coding, which 

resulted in a collection of all of the Inuvialuit words used during translation. Each Inuvialuit 

word was selected with the new comment function and placed into the code of the English 

translation it originated from. Using the macro, these were exported to a PDF and then an Excel 

spreadsheet where they were alphabetized. They were then exported back to a macro-enabled 

Word document, where they awaited further coding.   

Second coding. 

The data generated from the initial coding was used for the second round of coding, 

focused coding, which involved looking for patterns, themes and repeated words. During this 

time, I moved quickly, remained open and stayed close to the data without any distractions. 
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While coding, I was answering the fundamental question: what is happening with the data? I was 

looking for what Inuvialuktun words and themes were emerging in the development of energy 

conservation, efficiency and renewable energy terms. If I had simply listed the words I would 

have been imposing my own sense of order on the data. Coding allowed me to be true to the data 

and not distort it through my personal lens. 

 Again, using the MattiasExtractCommentsToNewDoc macro, I developed my first 

theoretical categories based on Inuvialuktun words with similar spelling (patterns) and themes. I 

illuminated the categories by taking memos, checking in with emerging questions and constantly 

revisiting the data. This form of theoretical sampling helps fill in the properties of the categories 

(Charmaz, 2006). I analyzed this and returned to my memos to try to get a sense of what was 

happening, all while paying attention to underlying patterns and repetitions. 

Next, I coded for repeated words. To be coded, the word had to appear more than three 

times. These repeated words are important in coding because they identify words that can be 

common in all cases, while removing the context from the transcription (Packer, 2011). This 

helps generalize the data (Packer, 2011). Table 3 shows the table used for the coding. 

Table 3 
 

Blank Coding Table 

 

Pattern - Similar 

Spelling Themes Repeat words 
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Analytical Memo. 

Next, I constructed my memo to answer the research question: What Inuvialuktun words 

can be rediscovered or created to modernize the traditional Inuvialuit language to include terms 

of climate change, energy conservation and efficiency and renewable energy? After the 

analytical memo was entered into my results and prior to the development of my final 

conclusion, I examined the memo for trustworthiness.  

Validation. 

To validate the data, I started with triangulation and peer review. I was seeking 

corroboration of my findings across multiple Inuvialuit language experts so that the research 

would be more credible and defendable (Johnson, 1997). This was important to me because it 

was an opportunity to include more of the rich traditional knowledge that the Elders’ hold and 

ensure that what I thought was emerging was not lost in translation. 

During the second round of coding, I created three documents to present to two Inuvialuit 

Elders for feedback and translation: similar spelling (Appendix I), themes (Appendix J) and 

repeated words (Appendix K). I requested that the Elders look at my sub core categories and 

assign themes in English, if possible. I also presented the list of repeated words for translation. If 

the Elders’ feedback was similar to my results, I would be satisfied that the words created 

reflected their meaning and were accurate. After receiving the translations and feedback, I 

combined all of the similar spelling, themes and repeated words and defined the meaning of each 

word in a way that avoided the concrete particulars of the original data (Packer, 2011). These 

were recorded in a table for reporting and used for my final round of coding.  
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To test the validity of the analytical memo that I had written, I emailed it to an 

Inuvialuktun expert for participant feedback. I was seeking agreement or plausible alternative 

interpretations that I would have to investigate. Once the expert feedback was received and 

approval was gained, I was confident that I had tested the validity of the research and could 

develop the findings and results.  

Final coding. 

After I was confident with the validity of the data, I continued on with my final round of 

coding. This final round was used to take the second coding results and narrow them down. I 

examined the set of codes and categories from the study and explored how they could be 

reworded and transformed into more abstract meanings that surpassed the individual data 

(Saldana, 2009). I was moving beyond the surface of the data to find richer, more interpretive 

meanings (Saldana, 2009). My initial categorizing was to use only words that were attached to 

the land. As I moved down that path I found that the results I generated were too general and not 

interpretive. I was limiting my interpretations to water, sun and wind and felt that it was just 

surface level data. Ultimately, I decided to place all those terms on the category environmental 

and chose to elevate the data into categories that were richer, deeper and could encompass and 

represent all of the codes. The final umbrella of categories included action, education, 

environmental and relational. The results were placed into a relative frequency table for 

reporting. 
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Final conclusion. 

After validation, the last step of my analysis was to construct my conclusion using the 

data grounded in my coding. I was seeking to develop an insight that was credible, original and 

useful; an insight that would resonate with the Inuvialuit community (Charmaz, 2006). This 

conclusion, along with the final words developed, would answer my research question. 
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Chapter Six: Results and Discussion 

A three day workshop totalling 18 hours was conducted March 7-9, 2017 in Inuvik, NT at 

the Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre. In total, 10 Elders from the Inuvialuit Settlement Region 

participated, representing the three dialects of the Inuvialuktun language. 

Elders’ Favourite Words 

Nine words were chosen by the 10 Elders as the final result of this project. Table 4 shows 

the Inuvialuit word, the English translation and dialect.  

Table 4 

Inuvialuit Elders’ Words 
 

English Uumaqmiuntun Sikliqtun Innuianaktun Back Translation 

Batteries  Ingniqutinun 
aullaqtittaun 

 Store energy 

Collaborative 
Learning 

Taniktuun   Working together 
we learn and get 
smarter 

Ground 
Mount 

 Nunamun 
Tungavik 

 Foundation on the 
ground 

Lifecycle 
Costing 

 Inuniarun 
ingillrutintlu 
inugunn 

 The end of 
equipment life and 
cost 

Solar Panels   Hinginingmin 
unnagutt 

Equipment used to 
make power from 
the sun 

Solar Panels  Siquiniqmin 
aullan 

 Sun Panel 

Transmission 
Line 

  Quttliktuttin 
alguyuittaa aulavitt 

Transmission/Power 
Line 

Wind 
Turbine 
Blade 

Huukatlaun 
alauhilik 
pangman 

  Energy Helper – 
blade 

Yardstick 
Energy Audit 

 Aullaquivik  Starting Point 
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Memoing 

I decided to start the analysis with memo writing because it allowed me to review all of 

my notes and the data early in the process. Memo writing is considered a pivotal step after data 

collection (Charmaz, 2006). While memoing and reviewing my research notes, I noticed a trend 

in youth, education and community. Although I am not fluent in Invialuktun, while reviewing the 

data I could sense themes of nature emerging such as water, wind, river and sun. I compared the 

dialects and quickly began to see contrasts and similarities. My memos were starting to come 

together and were creating themes or categories that could be flushed out during coding. 

Transcription 

A total of 186 terms were translated: 42 Uumaqmiuntun (Appendix L), 123 Sikliqtun 

(Appendix M) and 21 Innuianaktun (Appendix N).  

In total, 32 words could not be transcribed. This was a result of me not being able to read 

the handwriting. 

Coding 

Initial coding. 

A total of 370 individual Inuvialuktun words were present in the data (Appendix O). 

During initial coding the 370 words were reduced to 56 codes: AC Power, Air Exchanger, Air 

Leakage, Alternative Energy, Baseline, Batteries, Blower Door Test, Boiler, Certification, 

Climate Change, Code, DC Power, Efficient, Emission, Energy, Energy Audit, Energy Star, 

Fiberglass Batt Insulation, Fossil Fuels, Furnace, Geo Thermal, Ground Mount, Hydroelectric, 

Hydroelectric Dam, Incentive, Indoor Air Quality, Insulation, Inverter, Kinetic, Lifestyle 
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Costing, Orientation, Passive Solar, Penstock, Power Line, Power Plant, Pressure, Programmable 

Thermostat, Rate of Flow, Rebate, Renewable Energy, Rigid Board Insulation, Roof Mount, Run 

of the River, Solar, Solar How Water, Solar Panels, Solar Tracker, Sustainable, Thermostat, 

Transmission Line, Water Vapour, Weather Stripping, Wind Turbine, Wind Turbine Blade, 

Window Plastic and Yardstick Energy Audit.  

Second coding. 

Secondary coding further reduced the codes to 34 theoretical categories for translation. 

The 34 theoretical categories translated by the Inuvialuktun language experts are presented in 

Table 5. 

Table 5 

Second Coding Results 

Pattern - Similar Spelling Themes Repeat words 

Has a motor, Engine Change From the sun 

Land Hot, temperature People 

Making a living – life House Research, study 

Power, strength Measurement Sun, belonging to sun 

Research, study Measurement Traveling, movement 

River 
Outdoor environment, 
weather 

Traveling, movement 

Something to follow rules River Water 

Sun Spin, wind Wind 

Travelling, movement Stop 

Water Sun 

Wind To return 

Work To use it,  benefit 

Travelling 

Water 

Wind 
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Analytic memo. 

The analytical memo written was: 

27 April 2017 

Theory: Inuvialuktun Language Theory 

I am intrigued by how many Inuvialuit words are connected to the land and how these 

words are in relation to the words we are seeking to develop. At this early stage I am not able to 

develop a theory to answer my research question; however I am comfortable and confident to 

make a broad theory statement that I can use for future analysis and validity. My statement today 

is:  Inuvialuktun language is rich with words connecting to the land such as oil, weather, wind, 

water, migration, stars, sun, and river all of which can be included in modern terms to be created 

around household energy conservation, efficiency, climate change and renewable energy.  

Validity. 

During triangulation, to test for validity, my analytical memo was sent via email for 

participant feedback. I sent it to an Inuvialuktun language expert for review and to see if he/she 

agreed/disagreed with what I was saying or to offer suggestions on improvement. The response 

from the expert was positive and this similar statement was offered back:  

Inuvialuktun is an ancient language that is rich with words that have a strong connection 

to the land, sky and sea. There are terms used for coexisting with nature such as; oil, 

weather, wind, water, migration, stars, sun, and river. All of which can be included in 

modern terms to be created around household energy conservation, efficiency, climate 

change and renewable energy. 
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The peer review found one discrepancy: the word hingingum. An investigation was 

required to determine its meaning. This word and its misspelling were discussed, the meaning 

was determined and the subcategories, created in the second round of coding, were approved by 

the language expert.  

Final coding. 

The final stage of coding reduced the 34 translated theoretical categories to four final 

themes, as seen in Table 6. 

Table 6 

Final Themes 

Theoretical Code n/34 
Share 

% 

Action 3 9 

Education 3 9 

Environmental 21 61 

Relational 7 21 

 

Conclusion. 

The final conclusion, grounded in the data, is: Inuvialuktun is an ancient language rich 

with words that have a strong connection to the environment and can be used for education in 

regards to energy conservation, efficiency, climate change and renewable energy. 

Survey results. 

Since the original surveys handed out were all the same, I simply took the nine completed 

surveys and consolidated them. I combined the response data from the questions, as well as all 
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the comments and placed them into a new empty survey that would be included in my results. I 

analyzed the ordinal results to determine the level of satisfaction, rating of presentations and 

level of learning. These results were placed into a simple relative frequency table for reporting. 

The comments were organized as most enjoyed, suggested changes and other comments.  

Nine surveys were completed for a total of 68 question responses and 30 comments 

(Appendix P). Table 7 highlights the level of satisfaction, while Table 8 displays the rating of 

presentations and presenters, and Table 9 demonstrates the level of learning. 

Table 7 

Level of Workshop Satisfaction 
 

Question 
Very 
Satisfied Somewhat Dissatisfied 

Overall are you satisfied with the workshop? 8 1 

Were you satisfied with the location? 7 2 

Were you satisfied with the food? 8 1 

Were you comfortable with where you stayed (row house)? 3 2 1 

 

Table 8 

Rating of Presentation 
 

Question Very Good Good 

How would you rate the presentations? 6 3 

How would you rate the presenters? 7 2 
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Table 9 
 
Level of Learning 

 

Question Yes No No Response 

Did you learn anything new?  6 1 2 

 

 

When asked what the participants enjoyed the responses were: 

• “Hearing and learning different traditional words and sharing.” 

• “Learning more from everyone; could ask questions and also help presenters.” 

• “All information applied to the awareness of energy use.” 

• “It was very interesting about solar panel.” 

• “Presentations and translations.” 

• “Information from AEA.” 

• “Learning.” 

• “Working as a team.” 

• “Sharing and working and helping each other.” 

When asked what the participants would change the responses were: 

• “This needs to be carried in the future with the youth.” 

• “Nothing, enjoyed; learn more and help each other each time.” 

• “More traditional food for Elders.” 

• “Need younger (youth) to join.” 
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• “Sharing of constitution and energy terms prior to having class.” 

• “Meeting packages be distributed in advance.” 

• “More time to complete the workshop.” 

Other comments and suggestions reported were: 

• “Koana for the wonderful stay and the good workshop.” 

• “Do it again; build on this. I would be interested.” 

• “Please continue our learning at the ICRC using languages.” 

• “Elders and Youth need a workshop.” 

• “Good and happy people.” 

• “Helpful to upgrade lifestyle.” 

• “Do more – include lifestyle.” 

• “Good information.” 

• “Not scared because of communication.” 

• “Linda and Sheena did an excellent job. Congrats!” 

• “Country snack like dry fish and dry meat. Catering was good rather than hotel 

meals.” 

 

Summary of Results 

The three day workshop resulted in nine favorite words being developed and agreed upon 

by Elders and 186 terms (related to energy conservation, efficiency and renewable energy) 

recorded in Inuvialuktun language. These words are documented in this thesis and will be 
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archived and made available in the Royal Roads University Library, Aurora Research Institute 

Library and the Inuvialuit Cultural Center Library. The words collected were also coded and 

analysed to develop the theoretical perspective of the researcher. The workshop concluded with a 

survey to determine if the Indigenous research methodology used in the research was successful 

and that the participants were satisfied with the process. The results of this survey were also used 

to make recommendations for future improvements and additions, which are included in the 

discussion and conclusion section. 

Discussion 

The study findings suggest that the Inuvialuktun is an ancient language rich with words 

that have a strong connection to the environment. These words can be used for education in 

regards to energy conservation, efficiency, climate change and renewable energy.  

Importance and value. 

This is important because these findings support the modernization of the Inuvialuktun 

language, in terms of clean energy and conclude that it is possible to work alongside Inuvialuit 

Elders to achieve this. The modernization of this language will assist the region by using the 

traditional language to help manage modern day issues such as climate change, climate change 

mitigation and the adoption of renewable energy, energy conservation and efficiency. It is also 

significant because Indigenous language preservation will be a vital part of Canada’s 

reconciliation process. 
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This study is not only central to modernizing the language but it is also valuable to the 

Elders. While recruiting the experts, I took notes of the comments I heard about why they wanted 

to participate (personal communication, January 2017). The reasons they gave were: 

• “Has been dreaming of a project like this and my dream came true.” 

• “I want to preserve culture.” 

• “We are educators and we want to help.” 

• “The language is disappearing and I want to help.” 

Study limitations and delimitations. 

This study has four limitations and two delimitations that may have potentially impacted 

the findings and data collected. The limitations include a small sample size, that I am not a 

linguist, weather and time. The delimitations, or boundaries, were the decision to include one 

Elder from each community and to only invite Inuvialuit elders to participate. These limitations 

and delimitations were largely due to financial limitations and weather. Both of which were 

parameters that had to be worked within and there was little control over.  

Limitations. 

From the start of the project, I was limited to a small number of participants. Working 

with a limited budget, and with travel costs so high in the Western Canadian Arctic Region, it 

was not possible to recruit a larger sample size that would equally represent the Inuvialuktun 

language, communities and dialects. As a result, fewer Elders were able to participate, share, 

collaborate and learn from each other.  
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The second limiting factor was my narrow experience in language development. 

Although I have extensive experience in energy conservation, efficiency and renewable energy, I 

have no experience in the modernization of a language and I have no linguistic training or 

experience.  As a result I relied on the Elders to take more leadership, drawing on their past 

language development workshops. I considered myself the process expert and the Elders the 

content and linguistic experts. Now that I have completed a workshop, and have experience, I 

feel that my skillset has improved and will not be such a limiting factor in the future. 

The third limitation was the weather. In the Arctic, travel gets delayed and cancelled 

often due to weather. Although we selected a date that historically should have afforded a good 

opportunity for travel, the weather did not cooperate. As with most projects in the Region, 

weather plays a crucial role in logistics, timing and success. Professionally, I have overseen 

many projects in the Region and the most notable concern, no matter the time of year, is the 

weather. After six years in the Region, I have come to learn and have a high regard for the fact 

that the weather is a factor that cannot be controlled.  

On the Elders initial travel day, Monday March 6, 2017, a blizzard blew in. It was my 

worst fear. As I looked out my window that morning, I had less than .3 km of visibility and I 

knew that would mean travel delays and perhaps cancellations. As the day moved on, the 

weather did not lift and all of the ice roads were closed and all air travel was cancelled. This 

resulted in participants arriving a day late and, in one case, not at all. The only suggestion I have 

to help mitigate this would be that in the future we have Elders on standby who are in the area 
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(either weathered in or moved from another ISR community), ideally representing each 

community and dialect.  

The poor weather conditions created the final limiting factor: loss of time. With a 

shortened timeframe, not every participant had the opportunity to contribute to the development 

of each term and work with the group. Consequently, not all words were translated by each 

participant and we translated fewer words than expected. The travel complications also reduced 

the time I was able to participate in the workshop because I had to dedicate some of my time to 

rescheduling travel and recruiting Elders that were in the Inuvik area. Again, a solution to this 

may be that in the future, we have Elders on standby that resides in the area.  

Delimitations. 

This study was delimitated to include one participant from each of the Inuvialuit 

Settlement Region communities. This was done to ensure that each community and each dialect 

had an opportunity to contribute. It also ensured the findings would be specific to the 

communities and their dialect, when used for future educational and communication purposes. 

A second boundary or delimitation was the decision to include Elders only. I decided this 

because Elders play such a key role in the communities and are eager to share their knowledge 

and practices with younger generations. Elders grew up in a traditional lifestyle on the land prior 

to the influence of Southern Canada and the movement to small community settlements. As a 

result, they are the people who have the strongest knowledge of language and experience using 

the language during their youth and young adulthood. It was the pre settlement language that I 

was seeking to capture and revitalize. 
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Favourite terms. 

The Elders ultimately chose nine favourite terms: batteries, collaborative learning, ground 

mount, lifecycle costing, solar panels (in two dialects), transmission line, wind turbine blade and 

yardstick energy audit. These words were selected because they were most important to the 

group and the Elders decided that these terms translated very well and would be important in 

future education and communication.  

Initially, it was surprising to me that the term collaborative learning was included in this 

list because it was not included in the workshop sheet; however it was offered up by an Elder and 

was accepted immediately by the group. Collaborative learning, or Taniktuun, in Inuvialuktun, 

means working together we learn and get smarter. However, after reviewing my memos and 

notes from the workshop, I understood why it was presented. My memos included comments 

such as (personal communication, March 7, 2017): 

• “We will work in a large group to practice and share.” 

• “We will take turns.” 

• “Respect and work together.” 

• “Best way to keep a language is to speak and share it.” 

• “Respect for each other and our differences.” 

These comments and the inclusion and emphasis of the word Taniktunn express how valuable 

community, learning and collaboration are to the Inuvialuit.  

Quttliktuttin alguyuittaa aulavitt, or transmission line, was also included in the final 

results. This will be important as the region seeks to adopt renewable energy because an integral 
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part of any renewable energy project or independent power production is the length and access of 

the transmission line. An interesting comparison of this term is that it has been translated and is 

used by other Indigenous groups. In Northern Ontario, a group of 22 first nations have 

collaborated, or partnered with, Fortis Power. Together, their vision is to provide clean, reliable 

and accessible power to 17 remote Indigenous communities (Koundourakis, 2016). The name of 

the company is Wataynikaneyap Power, a name chosen by Northern Ontario Elders 

(Koundourakis, 2016). Wataynikaneyap is an Anishininiimowin word that translates into a line 

that brings light; in English it is transmission line. In the future, if the Inuvialuit develop 

independent power, they may consider calling their project Quttliktuttin Alguyuittaa Aulavitt 

Power, using their Elders’ translation. 

The favorite terms list also produced the term solar panel in both the Sikliqtun and 

Innuianaktun dialects. This demonstrated that it is a key term and that the Elders wanted the 

word integrated into communication and education. What is interesting about these translations 

is how very different they are. For instance, the Sikliqtun word for solar panel is Siquiniqmin 

aullan and the Innuianaktun is Hinginingmin unnagutt. This study, through triangulation and 

peer review, determined that Sinquiniqum and Higiningmin refer to the sun. The sun was used to 

influence the words solar, solar panel and solar tracker in each dialect, and again, demonstrates 

that the Inuvialuktun language is connected to the land.  

 The remaining final terms are batteries, ground mount, lifecycle costing, wind turbine 

blade and yardstick energy audit. These are essential terms when discussing energy 

conservation, efficiency and renewable energy. Yardstick energy audit, Aullaquivik, is the first 
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step in energy projects because it is the starting point to know how much energy is needed or is 

being used. Lifecycle costing, Inuniarun ingillrutintlu inugunn, is important when calculating the 

cost of energy efficient equipment or renewable energy adoption because it helps calculate the 

investment or determine the number of years required for pay back. A battery, Ingniqutinun 

aullaqtittaun, is becoming an important term because the storage of renewable energy is a 

necessary component of most renewable energy systems. Ground mount, Nunamun tungavik, is 

valuable because it can be combined with solar panels to describe a ground mount system— a 

solar system that is mounted to the ground, rather than a building. Wind turbine blade, 

Huukatlaun alauhilik pangman, will be useful when working to research and promote wind 

energy. Wind monitoring programs have been established in several locations to provide 

communities with a clear picture of their local wind resources, because wind energy may provide 

a viable alternative to diesel-generated electricity (Aurora Research Institute, 2014). Currently, 

there is strong local support for the development of renewable energy, specifically the 

development of wind energy in the region (Government Northwest Territories, 2017). 

Terms created. 

In addition to the final favourite terms selected by the Elders, a total of 186 Inuvialuktun 

terms were created. Of these 186 words, 42 were in Uumaqmiuntun, 123 were in Sikliqtun, 21 in 

Innuianaktun and 32 could not be transcribed. The words that could not be transcribed were 

primarily Innuianaktun. There is a large discrepancy in the number of words translated by each 

dialect. This was a result of the limitations discussed earlier: small population sample, weather 

impacting participants’ time and not having a professional recorder to assist with documentation.  
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The words created are all equally beneficial. Participants in recent GNWT engagement 

workshops regarding climate change and the region’s energy strategy expressed a need for 

increased education, awareness and communication surrounding energy issues (Government 

Northwest Territories, 2017). Other key points in the report were that energy efficient projects 

needed to consider local cultural values during planning and implementation, there should be 

more reliance on traditional knowledge and this knowledge should be incorporated in a 

meaningful and respectful way (Government Northwest Territories, 2017).  

Peer review. 

During peer review, the only discrepancy found in the three worksheets was the word 

Hingingum. Upon discussion, it was determined that Hiqiniq is sun in the Kangiryuarmiutun 

dialect of the Inuinnaqtun language and that gum at the end of the word means belonging to the 

sun. The Inuvialuktun language expert wrote (personal communication May, 17th, 2017) “I think 

the spelling is off so I can’t recognize what it means. Hiqiniq is sun in Kangiryuarmiutun dialect 

of Inuinnaqtun language. ---gum at the end of the word means the suns ---, or belonging to the 

sun.” Again, having a transcriber at the workshop would have helped correct this 

Elders’ request. 

It is also essential to reiterate the Elders’ request that was mentioned, and agreed to, 

earlier in this paper: the words created should not be changed once the Elders put their pen to 

paper and the group agreed. There have been no changes to the results and they stand alone as 

what the Elders translated. These words became the data during the analysis and coding process. 

As the 186 terms were broken down, they became 370 individual words. At first, the volume of 
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individual words seemed excessive. However, the Elders had mentioned at the workshop that in 

past translation efforts, “[t]he words tried to be made shorter but they did not like that” and that 

“[s]ome words are long in translation”. After acknowledging their request and comments, I felt 

confident the volume generated was not in excess and I was able to move on with the coding.  

  Coding.                                                                                                                                                                         

 I spent a good deal of quality time while coding, free from distraction, looking at these 

words and how they related to each other and the terms they made up. Since I am not fluent in 

Inuvialuit, it was a challenge to determine what was emerging from the data, however I remained 

encouraged as my coding would be validated by consulting with an Inuvialuit Linguist. The 

decision to look at similar spelling (patterns), themes and repeat words was chosen because it 

was a method that allowed me to sense what was happening, without being fluent in the 

language, and enabled me to create documents I could use during triangulation to test validity.  

Validity. 

Initially, I had planned to use one of the Elders in the study to translate the results; 

however it was the season to be on the land and understandably, no one was available until the 

fall. Fortunately, there was an interpreter available that was fluent in all of the dialects, had not 

participated in the workshop and was able to assist me. Ultimately, I feel the results were valid 

and that this validity was strengthened because the interpreter had no previous knowledge of the 

words the participants created. The highlight of this study was when the interpreter translated the 

terms and they matched what I had predicted and resonated with my analytic memo: 

Inuvialuktun language is rich with words connecting to the land such as oil, weather, wind, 
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water, migration, stars, sun and river – all of which can be included in modern terms to be 

created around household energy conservation, efficiency, climate change and renewable energy. 

During triangulation, I worked with the interpreter to verify the data. When asked if she 

felt my memo was relevant to the findings, the interpreter came back with a slightly different 

version as mentioned in the results. Since this was not my final conclusion, I was satisfied with 

the validity of the study and decided to use the translations she assisted with to develop my final 

conclusion and insight: Inuvialuktun is an ancient language rich with words that have a strong 

connection to the environment that can be used for education in regard to energy conservation, 

efficiency, and renewable energy. 

Unexpected discoveries. 

In addition to the insights generated and the modern terms created, the workshop was a 

valuable tool for teaching the Elders about energy conservation, efficiency and renewable 

energy. It was a proud moment for the group when the Elder shared her new knowledge in her 

own language during the radio interview. While the initial purpose of the workshop was to 

develop Inuvialuit terms educating the Elders about renewable energy, turned out to be equally 

as important and valuable. For instance, six of the nine Elders who responded, learned 

something. One Elder even requested more learning, when he/she commented (personal 

communication, March 9, 2017): “Please continue our learning at the ICRC using languages”. 

Elders have previously said that there should be more translation workshops because these 

workshops are a very effective way to exercise the use of traditional languages and Elders 

benefit while also building Elder and community capacity (Species at Risk Secretariat GNWT, 
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2011). I would suggest this as a method that any organization could employ to teach any 

Inuvialuit group about a topic, while supporting language development.  

Much like the Elders, I learned far more than expected. This project, especially the 

literature review, allowed me to learn more about colonization, Truth and Reconciliation, 

Indigenous Research Methodology and more importantly, language revitalization and 

preservation and decolonization. This knowledge has inspired me to keep listening to the Elders’ 

stories, learn from them and assist where I can to help reconcile Canada. Principle Four of 

reconciliation in Canada requires constructive action on addressing the ongoing legacies of 

colonialism that have had destructive impacts on Aboriginal peoples’ education, cultures and 

languages, health, child welfare, the administration of justice and economic opportunities and 

prosperity (The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015). This research has 

helped me take constructive action to address the colonial impact on the Inuvialuit language. 

Although it is a small action, and I certainly plan to do more, it is my hope that this research 

inspires others to do the same, not just through research but through community engagement and 

every day actions. Through this research I have read valuable documents, such as The Truth and 

Reconciliation Report and encourage others, especially Canadians, to take the time to read 

through it and respond to it.   

During the workshop, another unexpected discovery was the energy history of the region. 

Elders shared stories of their childhood, often including the stories from and about their 

grandparents. The Inuvialuit region is rich with history about energy use. Some of the stories 

shared by the Elders included the historical use of small scale homemade wind turbines, the use 
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of seal oil and moss for heat and icicles for fire starting. These stories were so fascinating that 

future energy research could include researching the Traditional Knowledge and documenting 

the historical use of energy in the region.  

Survey.  

The survey showed that the participants were very pleased with the results. I was happy 

they were pleased with our delivery and found the topic and method beneficial. Although eight 

of the nine participants were very satisfied, some very helpful feedback was provided. For 

instance, the lack of youth involvement was brought up many times and comments provided 

included: “[T]hat this needs to be carried in the future with the youth” and “[w]e need younger 

(youth) to join” (personal communication, March 9, 2017). In the future, a similar study with 

Elders and youth would be valuable. If I did this again, I would like to have youth present in the 

afternoons on day two and three. I would also ask the youth to select their favourite terms. 

Another option would be to take these results and ask the Elders to present them to youth in 

schools and at energy events. 

The feedback was also valuable because it pointed out where this method can improve 

and how researchers can ensure that they meet the guidance of Indigenous Research 

Methodology. The comments included: “[m]ore traditional food for Elders”, “[s]haring of 

constitution and energy terms prior to having class”, “[m]eeting packages be distributed in 

advance” and “[m]ore time to complete the workshop” (personal communication, March 7, 

2017). To improve upon this, it was suggested that prior to workshop travel, an itinerary, 

background information and a list of words for translation be sent to the Elders. When placing 
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our catering request, we should have ensured that snacks only included traditional food such as 

dry fish and meat and that non-traditional food not be accepted. Housing was also overlooked. 

Although the Elders enjoyed being together and appreciated having the kitchen, the stairs and 

temperature were an issue. Future accommodations should have fans, air conditioning, heaters 

and limited stairs to improve conditions. 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

 
Through this research I have presented evidence that the Inuvialuktun language is 

connected strongly to the environment and that these words, with the assistance of the Elders, 

can be used to modernize the traditional Inuvialuit language to include terms for energy 

conservation, efficiency and renewable energy. These terms will help future generations stay 

connected to the past while making positive changes to the way energy is created and used in 

their region, helping to fulfill the ICRC mandate of preserving and building the language by 

incorporating new words that reflect current culture and technology (Government of Northwest 

Territories, March 2015). 

Indigenous Research Methodology. 

Since I was working within the framework of Indigenous Research Methodology, it was 

important that my last step be the creation of a final project that I could present, as a gift to the 

Inuvialuit community. I was able to secure a budget from AEA that I used to create visual 

communication drawings for use in the region to promote renewable energy in Inuvialuktun. I 

selected five hand drawings that Emma Segal, a fellow student in my 2015 Master’s cohort, had 

produced for me the year before. Working with two Elders, we created the text in Inuvialuktun, 

each dialect, to be added to the drawings. These words were reviewed by two language experts at 

the Inuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre. The results are seen below in Figures 1-4, and include 

Solar Panels, Wind Turbine, Renewable Energy, and Wash In Cold/Dry On The Line. 
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Figure 1 is in the Sikliqtun dialect and translates to solar panels: a flat piece resembling a 

window/mirror placed on top of a house to collect electricity from the sun to power the house.  

 

 

Figure 1: Solar Panels. By E. Segal, 2017. With permission from Emma Segal. 
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Figure 2 is in the Innuanaktun dialect and translates to wind turbine: turbines controlled by the 

wind, creating electricity energy to run engines, tools and light bulbs. 

 

Figure 2: Wind Turbine. Source: S. Adams and E. Segal. By E. Segal, 2017.With permission from Emma Segal.  
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Figure 3 is in the Uumaqmiuntun dialect and translates to: Renewable Energy: Energy 

that does not end such as wood, wind, sun, water and seal-oil.

 

 Figure 3: Renewable Energy. Source: By E. Segal, 2017. With permission from Emma Segal. 
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Figure 4 is in the Sikliqtun dialect and translates to: Wash in Cold, Dry on the Line. 

 

Figure 4: Wash In Cold. By E. Segal, 2017. With permission from Emma Segal.  

Positive outcomes. 

This project has been immensely beneficial to the Inuvialuit and Arctic Energy Alliance. 

The positive outcomes include: 

• Built capacity in the Inuvialuktun language, which is endangered; 

• Preserved and built the Inuvialuktun language by incorporating new words that 

reflect current culture and technology; 

• Increased awareness of energy conservation and efficiency to help reduce the 

cost of living and damage to the environment; 

• Promoted renewable energy to help increase energy security and economic 

growth; 
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• Community building; 

• Built a strong relationship between AEA and ISR Elders and community 

members; 

• Used and shared traditional knowledge; 

• Learned from the Elders and shared that with youth; 

• Developed a workshop and project that can be replicated and applied to other 

languages; and 

• Economic development – honorariums, travel, translators and catering. 

Recommendations. 

In the future, if this workshop were to be replicated, I would suggest improving this 

study’s workshop design by using a method I recently discovered in a similar project held in the 

region regarding species at risk. During the Species at Risk (NWT) Terminology Translation 

Workshop participants discussed the meaning of the terms until the interpreters/translators 

reached agreement on how the concepts could be conveyed in their language and wrote down 

their translations. The results were then typed up by a recorder and the translations were 

provided back to the interpreters/translators for verification during the workshop (Species at Risk 

Secretariat GNWT, 2011). 

The addition of a recorder to type up the results and provide them for immediate 

interpretation and verification would have been an asset because it would have reduced the 

number of words that could not be transcribed and reduced any discrepancies. During the species 

at risk workshop, seven Elders participated in a two day workshop and translated 63 terms in 
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three dialects, totalling 189 terms. The use of a recorder may not have increased the total words 

transcribed, however, it may have helped equalize the terms between the dialects.  

During the external examination of this thesis a recommendation that was put forward 

was the use of video and audio. Having a video and audio recording of the workshop would have 

allowed for the project to capture the Elders voice which could have been used to expand on this 

project. Expansion could include video clips for social media and the development of a 

pronunciation app. The video and audio recordings would have also been valuable historical 

data. In the future I would suggest that a video and audio recording be incorporated into the 

workshop. 

Why it is important to me. 

As a Master’s student in Environmental Education and Communication living in the 

Inuvialuit Settlement Region, this research was important to me because the words discovered 

will help educate, communicate and support the region while it transitions to renewable energy 

and continues to embrace energy conservation and efficiency. Moreover, these words will be 

used to communicate modern day issues in the traditional language, which is an important part of 

restoring our Indigenous languages in Canada. This study is a contribution to the region that has 

inspired me as an individual, contributed to my education and supported me in my role as AEA 

Regional Energy Project Coordinator. I look forward to the next year when I will travel, with my 

yoga mat, over the winter tapestry, to each community and present the findings and share the 

results of this successful project. This study has expanded my reach and breadth as an educator 
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and communicator in the region by taking my message beyond energy to now include traditional 

language.  

Future study. 

This workshop design was important because it was grounded in Indigenous Research 

Methodology. It is my hope that this paper supports policy and encourages future researchers 

working with Indigenous groups to adopt this method. The workshop design can also be adapted 

to any topic, and as discussed, is an excellent way to educate the region while supporting and 

modernizing the Inuvialuktun language. Future workshops may be developed around health 

issues, climate change mitigation, hybridization of animals and/or plants or food security issues. 

These workshops could be expanded to include youth and could encourage and support 

conversation at home and at school. A final delivery from these workshops could include the 

publication of short story books, apps, interactive web pages, Facebook language lessons or a 

themed dictionary. This workshop could also be replicated to include the Eastern Arctic dialects 

and help Nunavut as it takes on energy issues. This study showed that Language Terminology 

workshops are a way to capture Traditional Knowledge, while advancing knowledge about a 

subject and can be a part of the solution for language revitalization. Thankfully, initiatives will 

continue in the NT because the Government of Canada recently committed $19.6 million to the 

Territory to support and preserve Indigenous language services until 2020 (Kyle & Panza-

Beltrandi, 2017). Funds will go directly to Indigenous governments, community radio stations 

and schools to help support on-the-land language programs (Kyle & Panza-Beltrandi, 2017).  
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Decolonization. 

Aboriginal language revitalization and preservation was an important recommendation 

during the historic Truth and Reconciliation and it is an important step towards decolonization. I 

am proud that I responded to this Call of Action and hope that this research encourages others to 

do the same, because as the report states: 

Reconciliation is going to take hard work. People of all walks of life and at all levels of 

society will need to be willingly engaged. Reconciliation calls for personal action. People 

need to get to know each other. They need to learn how to speak to, and about, each other 

respectfully. They need to learn how to speak knowledgeably about the history of this 

country. And they need to ensure that their children learn how to do so as well. (Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015, p. 316) 

This project allowed people from different backgrounds and communities to get to know each 

other and work respectfully together, while taking action, engaging and sharing the knowledge of 

the history of the Canada Arctic to better the community as part of reconciliation efforts.   

Final thoughts. 

I will continue to learn about decolonization, Truth and Reconciliation and the Inuvialuit, 

including its language, culture and traditions. As a good Canadian, who believes strongly and 

supports reconciliation, is it is critical that I continue to work with the Inuvialuit and Elders to 

represent and share their views. Recently, I enjoyed working with the Inuvialuit to install a solar 

system. The Inuvialuit Country Food Community Freezer now uses solar power in the summer, 

offsetting its diesel use. The project also involved the training of six Inuvialuit beneficiaries so 
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that they can build their capacity around solar installations and maintenance. It is collaborative 

projects like this that I enjoy and that have kept me in the community beyond my original six 

month expiry date. Midway through my eighth year here, I smile when I think about the beautiful 

communities I have visited, the friends I have made and the adventures I have enjoyed. I am so 

grateful that I made the decision to travel and move to the Arctic. Staying this long was not part 

of the plan, but I now know it was something I needed and still need. 
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Appendix A: Invitation 

 

January 13th, 2017 

 

Title of Study: Inuvialuktun Energy Terminology Development 
Student Principal Investigator: Sheena Adams, Graduate Student, School of 
Environment and Sustainability, Royal Roads University. 
 
I would greatly appreciate it if would you consider our invitation to participate in a 
research project entitled Inuvialuktun Energy Terminology Development. This research is 
part of the requirements for my Masters of Arts degree in Environmental Education and 
Communication at Royal Roads University. 
 
This research project involves collecting traditional knowledge from Elders in order to 
develop modern terms that can be used to communicate energy efficiency, conservation 
and the adoption of renewable energy in the Inuvialuktun language. 
 
You have been selected because you are an Elder who is fluent on the Inuvialuktun 
language and you have been referred by the local Community Corporation, a community 
member or the Inuvialuit Cultural Centre. 
 
Should you choose to participate, you will be asked to travel to Inuvik and participate in a 
3 day workshop with 6-8 other Elders from the region. Your travel and accommodation 
will be coordinated and paid for by Arctic Energy Alliance.  You will receive an 
honorarium of $325.00 per day for each workshop and your travel time (maximum: 
$1625.00). You will receive daily NT per diem rates for each workshop and travel time. 
Should you choose to stay with family a nightly rate of $50.00 will be paid. This 
workshop will take place in Inuvik from March 6-10, 2017. 
 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary, and no identifying 
documentation will be collected.  If you do choose to participate, you are free to 
withdraw at any time. Please note that honorariums and per diems will not be paid on 
days not completed. 
 
We will destroy all raw data at the end of the study.  This project is funded by Arctic 
Energy Alliance.  This project has been approved by Aurora Research Institute and holds 
the Scientific Research Licence No. 15975. 
 
This research should benefit the preservation and modernization of the Inuvialuktun 
language. It should also benefit the ways that energy conservation and efficiency are 
communicated throughout the Inuvialuit region. The risks to participating in this study 
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are minimal.  
 
If you have any pertinent questions about your rights as a research participant, please 
contact the Royal Roads University Ethics Coordinator. 
 
If you have any questions or would like to accept this invitation (deadline: January 25th), 
please feel free to contact me. 
 
Thank you,  

 

Sheena Adams       
Graduate Student      
                       

This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through Royal Roads University 
Ethics Board. 
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Appendix B: Consent 

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH CONSENT FORM  
 
My name is Sheena Adams and this research project is part of the requirement for a Master’s of 
Environmental Education and Communication at Royal Roads University.  My credentials with Royal 
Roads University can be established by telephoning my supervisor Dr. Leslie King, Professor and 
Director of the Canadian Centre for Environmental Education and the Chair of the Undergraduate 
Committee in the School of Environment and Sustainability at Royal Roads University. 
 
This document constitutes an agreement to participate in my research project: Inuvialuktun Energy 
Terminology Development, the objective of which is to develop modern Inuvialuktun words relating to 
energy conservation, efficiency and renewable energy. 
 
The research will consist of a 3 day workshop with 6-8 other Elders from the region. Your travel and 
accommodation will be coordinated and paid for by Arctic Energy Alliance.  You will receive an 
honorarium of $325.00 per day for each workshop and your travel time (maximum: $1625.00). You will 
receive daily NT per diem rates for each workshop and travel time. Should you choose to stay with family 
a nightly rate of $50.00 will be paid. This workshop will take place in Inuvik from March 6-10. 
 
In addition to submitting my final thesis to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a Master of 
Environmental Education and Communication degree, I will also be sharing our research findings with 
you, Arctic Energy Alliance, Aurora Research Institute and The Inuvialuit Cultural Centre. The words 
may be used in future educational and communication material in the region. 
 
All raw data will be kept confidential.  There are no conflicts of interest to disclose at this time. This 
project has been approved by ARI under Scientific License # 15975. 
 
You are not compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you are free 
to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Payment up to date and travel home will be provided. If you 
withdraw you will not receive payment for uncompleted time and all words developed will remain with 
the project. Similarly, if you choose not to participate in this research project, this information will also be 
maintained in confidence.  A signed copy of this consent will be provided for your reference. 
 
By signing this letter, you give free and informed consent to participate in this project. 
 
Name: (Please Print):  
 

Signed: _____________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C: 2016 Research Licence 
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Appendix D: 2017 Research Licence  
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Appendix E: Energy Terminology Workshop Sheet 

Energy Terminology 
 

English Uumaqmiuntun Sikliqtun Kangiryuarmiut 

Energy, process that 
changes.  Wood to 
heat.  Food to walking. 
 
 

   

Kinetic, Moving – 
wind, water, animals, 
humans  

 

 

   

Effıcıent, Efficiency 
how well something 
works 
 
 

 

 
  

 

Energy audit 
Tracking how much 
energy (heat, 
electricity, water) is 
used over time 
 
 

   

Yardstick Energy 

Audit 

 

 

 

   

Baseline 

 

 

 

   

Energy Star Helps 
consumer find energy 
efficient products 
Means that an Energy 
Star® model will be 
10% to 50% more 
efficient than another 
model 

   

Incentive 
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Rebate 

 

 

 

   

Fossil Fuels (diesel, 

gas, coal, natural gas) 

 

 

   

Renewable Energy 

 

 

 

   

Alternative energy 

Alternative energy is 
any energy source that 
is an alternative to 
fossil fuel.  
 

   

Lifecycle costing 

How much it costs to 
purchase something 
and run it until it gives 
out.   
Ex. A fridge costs 
$1,200 to buy; 150 
watts a month to run; 
lasts 12 years 
150 watts x .30 x 12 
months = $540/year x 
12 years = $6,480 + 
1200 = $7,680 

   

Hydroelectric 

Means electricity 
generated by water 
(hydropower) either 
falling or flowing 
water;  

   

Hydroelectric Dam 

Stores water by 
blocking the flow - 
Reservoir 
 
 

   

Transmission Line / 

Power Line 

 

 

 

   

Run of River    
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Water Turbine 

 
 
 
 

   

Penstock 

channels water from a 
dam or a river to the 
water turbine 

   

Rate of flow 
Measure of how fast a 
fluid (water) moves 
past something  

   

Pressure 

Force or power of 
water – tap on low or 
high 
 

   

Wind Turbine 

A wind turbine 
converts kinetic energy 
from the wind into 
electricity  

   

Wind Turbine Blade 

 

 

   

Certification 

Tested to meet safety 
or performance level  
ex. Chimneys 

   

Code Rules you have 
to follow to meet safety 
certification 

 

   

Clımate change 

 

 

 

   

Sustaınable 

 

 

 

   

Indoor aır qualıty 
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Emıssıon 

 

 

 

   

Power Plant / Diesel 

Generator 

 

 

   

Geothermal 

 

 

   

Solar 

 

 

 

   

Passıve solar 

 

 

 

   

Solar power 

 

 

 

   

Solar panels 

 

   

Solar tracker 

 

 

 

   

Ground mount 

 

 

 

   

Roof mount 

 

 

 

   

Batterıes 

 

 

 

   

Inverter 

 

 

 

   

Solar Hot Water 
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Orıentatıon 

 

 

   

AC power 

 
 

   

DC power 

 

 

   

Boıler 

 

 

   

Furnace 

 

 

   

Air exchanger 

 

 

   

Thermostat 

 

 

   

Programmable 

thermostat 

 

 

   

Weather Stripping 

 
   

Window Plastic 

 

 

   

Insulation 

 

 

 

   

Fiberglass batt  

insulation 

 
 

   

Rigid board  

insulation 

 
 

   

Vapour Barrıer  
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Air leakage 

 
 

   

Blower Door Test 
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Appendix F: Amended Energy Terminology Workshop Sheet 

Energy Terminology 
 

English Uumaqmiuntun Sikliqtun Innuianaktun 
Energy, process 
that changes.  
Wood to heat.  
Food to walking. 
 
 

   

Kinetic, Moving – 
wind, water, 
animals, humans  

 
 

   

Effıcıent, 
Efficiency how 
well something 
works 
 
 

 

 
  

 

Energy audit 

Tracking how 
much energy 
(heat, electricity, 
water) is used over 
time 
 
 

   

Yardstick Energy 

Audit 

 

 

 

   

Baseline 

 

 

 

   

Energy Star 
Helps consumer 
find energy 
efficient products 
Means that an 
Energy Star® 
model will be 10% 
to 50% more 
efficient than 
another model 
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Incentive 

 

 

   

Rebate 

 

 

 

   

Fossil Fuels 

(diesel, gas, coal, 

natural gas) 

 

 

   

Renewable 

Energy 

 

 

 

   

Alternative 

energy 
Alternative energy 
is any energy 
source that is an 
alternative to fossil 
fuel.  
 

   

Lifecycle costing 
How much it costs 
to purchase 
something and run 
it until it gives out.   
Ex. A fridge costs 
$1,200 to buy; 150 
watts a month to 
run; lasts 12 years 
150 watts x .30 x 
12 months = 
$540/year x 12 
years = $6,480 + 
1200 = $7,680 

   

Hydroelectric 
Means electricity 
generated by water 
(hydropower) 
either falling or 
flowing water;  

   

Hydroelectric 

Dam 
Stores water by 
blocking the flow - 
Reservoir 
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Transmission 

Line / Power Line 

 

 

 

   

Run of River 

 
 
 
 

   

Water 

Turbine 

 
 
 
 

   

Penstock 

channels water 
from a dam or 
a river to the 
water turbine 

   

Rate of flow 
Measure of 
how fast a fluid 
(water) moves 
past something  

   

Pressure 

Force or 
power of 
water – tap on 
low or high 
 

   

Wind 

Turbine 

A wind 
turbine 
converts 
kinetic energy 
from the wind 
into 
electricity  

   

Wind 

Turbine 

Blade 
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Certification 

Tested to 
meet safety or 
performance 
level  ex. 
Chimneys 

   

Code Rules 
you have to 
follow to 
meet safety 
certification 

 

   

Clımate 

change 

 

 

 

   

Sustaınable 

 

 

 

   

Indoor aır 

qualıty 

 
 
 

   

Emıssıon 

 

 

 

   

Power Plant 

/ Diesel 

Generator 

 

 

   

Geothermal 
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Solar 

 

 

 

   

Passıve solar 

 

 

 

   

Solar power 

 

 

 

   

Solar panels 

 

   

Solar tracker 

 

 

 

   

Ground 

mount 

 

 

 

   

Roof mount 

 

 

 

   

Batterıes 

 

 

 

   

Inverter 

 

 

 

   

Solar Hot 

Water 

 

 

   

Orıentatıon 
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AC power 

 
 

   

DC power 

 

 

   

Boıler 

 

 

   

Furnace 

 

 

   

Air 

exchanger 

 

 

   

Thermostat 

 

 

   

Programmab

le thermostat 

 

 

   

Weather 

Stripping 

 

   

Window 

Plastic 

 

 

   

Insulation 

 

 

 

   

Fiberglass 

batt  

insulation 
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Rigid board  

insulation 

 
 

   

Vapour 

Barrıer  

 
 

   

Air leakage 

 
 

   

Blower Door 

Test 
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Appendix G: Prezi Presentation Link 

To view the Prezi please go to: 
 
http://prezi.com/j9tzoeohdwmf/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy 
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Appendix H: Survey 

Terminology Development workshop March 7 – 9, 2017, Inuvik, NT 

 
1. Overall are you satisfied with the workshop? 

 
Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 � � � � � 
 
2. Did you learn anything new? Yes No 

3. Were you satisfied with the location? 

Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 � � � � � 
 
4.  Were you satisfied with the food? 
Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 � � � � � 
 
5.  Were you comfortable with where you stayed (row house)? 
Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 � � � � � 
 
6.  How would you rate the presentations? 
Very good good neutral poor very poor  
 � � � � � 
 
7.  How would you rate the presenters? 
Very good good neutral poor very poor  
 � � � � � 
 
 
8.  What did you enjoy the most about the workshop?       
 
         
 
 
9.  What would you change about the workshop?        
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10.  Any other comments or suggestions?    ______ 
 

Appendix I: Coding Similar Spelled Words 

 
Similar Spelled Words 
 
Below is a list of words grouped by spelling – I am wondering if they have a common root or can 

be classified into a theme? If there is a theme or word that these groups can be placed into please 

place in comment box. If there is a theme but not all words fit – please cross out the word that 

does not fit. 

Annuir B 

Annukgikgan B 

Annuri B 

Annuri B 

Annurisiun B 

Annurisuutim B 

Aulapguqtuk C 

Aulaqtaun C 

Aulaqtitaum C 

Aulaqtitaum C 

Aulaqtitaun C 

Aularuk C 

Aulata C 

Aulatanga C 

Aulatyutaat C 

Aulavik C 

Aulavinga C 

Aulayok C 

Aulayuaq C 

Aulayuaq C 

Aulayuat C 

Aulayug C 

Aulayut C 

Havaak D 

Havaaktuyuuk D 

Havaglugu D 

Havakgut D 
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Havakniagnii D 

Havakniaq D 

Imaq E 

Imaq E 

Imaq E 

Imaq E 

Imaq E 

Imàq E 

Imaq E 

Imaq E 

Imaq E 

Ingikvikpak F 

Ingikvium F 

Ingiliqiyi F 

Ingilran F 

Ingilrutitnunlu F 

Ingiqutilik F 

Inuniagutivuut G 

Inuniarutit G 

Inunuaqrutit G 

Inunuarung G 

Inuuniaqrutil G 

Inuuniarot G 

Kuuk I 

Kuukmin I 

Kuukmun I 

Kuukpakmin I 

Kuupaqmi I 

Kuuvgaam I 

Maligun J 

Malik J 

Maliktaksat J 

Malirutaksat J 

Malirutasak J 

Maliun J 

Nautchiatlu K 

Nautchiuq K 

Nautchiurniq K 
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Nautchiurutaa K 
Nautkilararva
k K 

Nautqilayuat K 

Nuna L 

Nunalu L 

Nunamatani L 

Nunami L 

Nunami L 

Nunamin L 

Nunamin L 

Nunamut L 

Siqiigmin N 

Siqiniqmin N 

Siqiniqmun N 

Siqiniqmun N 

Siqinirmin N 

Siqinirmun N 

Suangan O 
Suanganigtua
g O 

Suangata O 

Suangati O 

Suangatin O 

Suanguan O 

Suangun O 

Suangutlik O 
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Appendix J: Coding Themes 

 
Themes 

If there is a theme associated with a section please write it in comment box. Please cross any 

words that do not fit a theme. 

Allakguktuuk A 

Allangasiyaq A 

Allanguqtuk A 

Anguhiguitiit B 

Anguttait B 

Annurisuutim B 

Annurisiun C 

Anugihiuttin C 

Atauksangat C 

Kaibyak C 

Aularuk D 

Aulayuaq D 

Aulayut D 

Neryutit D 

Hingingum E 

Hinginigum E 

Hinigingum E 

Igalrum F 

Igluit F 

Iglumqilaa F 

Iglumun F 

Iqlubium F 

Iman G 

Imanik G 

Imaq G 
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Imik G 

Imikun G 

Kuukmin H 

Kuukpakmin H 

Kuuvgaam H 

Atuqlugu I 

Miglinagniaktuk I 

Miuvaayuanum I 

Nanaitguta I 

Quyallitauyi I 

Nutkatitagiat J 

Nutqaqtilugu J 

Pasianik K 

Passiqun K 

Passirnigata K 

Sila L 

Sila L 

Silakput L 

Silaput L 

Utigtitat M 

Utiktitaq M 

Utiqtiguaga M 

Uttiktitat M 

Uuktuun N 

Uuktuutaa N 
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Appendix K: Coding Repeated Words 

Repeated Words 

Can you please translate these repeated words? 

Annuir 
 
Aulaqtitaum 
 
Aulayuaq 
 
Hinigingum 
 
Imaq 
 
Inuit 
 
Niapiktuglog 
 
Siqiniqmin 
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Appendix L: Uumaqmiuntun Translations 

42 Words created from collective Uumaqmiuntun translations 

 

Translation - Uuumaqmiuntun English Word 

Agpaktualik Imikun Imakikimik Atunutlugu Hydroelectric  

Aklikuagatalugu Lifecycle costing 

Alatinuunia - Gutivuur Alternative Energy 

Aularuk Kinetic 

Haguakiruak Koguktaukimik Pressure  

Hanankaun Nanuktuunun Batteries  

Havaglugu Efficient  

Hikinaiamun Naniktuun Solar 

Hikinigluun Imikunakianga Solar Hot Water  

Hikinigmun Maliun Solar tracker  

Hikinyiman Unakaun Passive solar  

Hilakput Alanhiruak Climate Change  

Himiktchulugu Imik Nutkatitagiat Hydroelectric  Dam  

Huukkatlaun Alauhilik Pangman Wind Turbine Blade  

Iglun Kanani Hikurunamik Unakaun Roof mount 

Imigumialiguta Penstock  

Imigumialiguta Water Turbine  

Imik Kalati Mulamin Boiler  

Kanuk Hukatulanga Imagum Rate of flow  

Kiluangnamalu Lalu Pahnuan Ikanum Orientation  

Kiminimik Huanagilatuun AC power  

Kogluktauk Imikataunaktuk Wind Turbine  

Kuakaumun Atuunak Inverter 

Kuluuktu Nanutuun Naniktuun Solar panels 
Kuukmin Emiktatutime Atunamruikg Kurmen 
Utiktlugu Run of River  

Maliktagruak Ukauya Code  

Miglinagniaktuk Energy Star  

Namaktok Niapiktuglog Baseline  

Naniktuit Agurat Tomingingi Power Line  

Nautkilararvak Inuniagutivuut Nunami Renewable Energy  

Niapiktuglug Energy audit  

Nuna Nivalugu Kirumgmiik Ground mount  
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Nunamatani Aloak Nutum Akora Puvlak Fossil Fuels  

Nuniaglugu Incentive  

Palimuun Palimin DC power 

Piyakunailak Havaun Certification  

Puulamik Unakimaruk Furnace 

Taukhihuttit Uutlqchiruat Rebate 

Tupak Huuna Natuk Energy  

Unaktalik Pulak Air exchanger 

Uniakaun Solar power  

Uuktuun Niapiktuglug Yardstick Energy Audit  
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Appendix M: Sikliqtun Translations 

123 Words created from collective Sikliqtun translations 

 

Translation - Sikliqtun English Word 

Akilitat uangit utigtitat Rebate  

Akitutilanga ingikvium Incentive  

Alanguqpaq-tuag Energy  

Allanguqtuk sila Climate change  

Allguyat engingmun Power Line  

Aluryakpaluk Power Line  

Aluryakpaluk Power Line  

Anguhailaq suangatit Renewable Energy  

Annuir siun Wind Turbine  

Annuri siutim kabyautaa Wind Turbine Blade  

Annurisuutim anguttait Wind Turbine Blade  
Anurim aulatanga kaibyak quillis 
atauksangat Wind Turbine  

Atumanigiktak atomanigiiktak Baseline  

Aulaqtaun Batteries  

Aulaqtitaum AC AC power  

Aulaqtitaum DC DC power 

Aulaqtitaun Inverter  

Aulayok annuri annurisiun Wind Turbine  

Aulayuaq Kinetic  

Aulayuaq aneuri imaq neryutit inuit Kinetic  

Aulayut Kinetic  

Aullapqayaat suiyutillang agun Lifecycle Costing  

Aullaquivik Baseline  

Auyallitaum savuanum Efficient  

Emagunn aulapguqtuk Hydroelectric  

Engnikmon napsuiyaun Energy audit  

Ibyangunal simmiutaa Air exchanger  

Igalrum suvaarutaa Window Plastic  

Igluit iluani Indoor air quality  

Iglumqilaa Roof mount  

Ilum mik-sak Insulation  

Imaagmi simmikpaq Hydroelectric Dam  
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Iman kaibyak aulata Hydroelectric  

Iman suangata Pressure  

Imaq Sustainable  

Imaq kabyaktitak Penstock  

Imàq sayuugit siqiniqmun Efficient  

Imaq sukatilugu imaq sukaikluga Pressure  

Imaq supinik kuukmun Rate of flow  

Imiq suanganigtuag Pressure  

Imiq sukasiyuaq Rate of flow  

Immagun suangutlik aulavik Water Turbine  

Immakmik aualavia engnikutlik Penstock  

Ingikvikpak Furnace  

Ingiliqiyi Power Plant  

Ingiqutilik Solar power  

Ingnirvik tutkuktigun uunaq aulayug Furnace  

Inugiaqtilat inuit Baseline  

Inunuaqrutit alnga siyuat Alternative Energy  

Inuuniaqrutil inunuarung akiin nituq ublus Lifecycle Costing  

Inuuniarot ingilrutitnunlu inugunn Lifecycle Costing  

Inuuyat aulayuat Kinetic  

Issumallurutipsaaksak Incentive  

Kabyatik-imaq Water Turbine  

Kipuqtitat inuit Orientation  

Kuminnaktuq Fiberglass batt  insulation  

Kunk Simiklugu imaq nutqaqtilugu Hydro Electric Dam  

Kuuk kugluk kabyaung kugluktitak Hydroelectric  

Kuukpakmin nutquakvia sakvia Run of River  

Malik naktut pitqusit Code  

Malik naktut pitqusit Code  

Maliktaksat Illuatun Code  

Maliun Siqiniqmun Passive Solar  

Maptuyuq ilummiksaq Rigid board Insulation  

Miuvaayuanum quyallitauyi atuaksanum Energy Star  

Naipiktung quliq utnaq-tilanga Yardstick Energy Audit  

Nanaitguta ubluriak Energy Star  

Nananum tungavik Ground mount  

Napsuiyang napiqtugak-sak Energy audit  

Nautchiuq marinaktuq Certification  
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Nautchiurniq quanuq suanguan 
atugtiluanga Energy audit  

Nautqilayuat nunami niryurit Renewable Energy  

Niryutinlu inuniarutit nautchiatlu Renewable Energy Term  

Niuviqtun utiktitaq Rebate  

Nivaqtaq nuna Ground mount  

Nunamin angik saarun Geothermal  

Pulauyag Air leakage  

Pulvlam aulavinga Furnace  

Pupliaqtat Vapour Barrier  

Qayagnaiyaqtaq Certification  

Qinrung Solar tracker  

Quaqsaarutinum alanguqti quaqsarun Inverter  

Qurlurk sarvaq Rate of flow  

Quuq allayuag sukasiblunni Run of River  

Quyuqtiiqugu Incentive  

Qwattnuug atuqlugu Energy Star  

Sakvaqun Kuupaqmi imak suugun Run of River  

Sarvaq Pressure  

Siginrum pasianik uunaqsisiivik Solar Hot Water  

Sikinum passirnigata panikhaktok Solar Hot Water  

Sikunum uunaknigata DC power  

Silakput alangugtuaq Climate change  

Silaput allangasiyaq Climate change  

Simittutit iglumun Weather Stripping  

Siqiigmin uungikqun Solar  

Siqiniqmin aullan Solar panels  

Siqinirmin suangan Solar  

Siqinirmun maligun Solar tracker  

Sirqinimin qaumaniganin ounaktuk Solar  

Suangatin uuktuutaa Yardstick Energy Audit  

Suangun qaumakutit engniktuut Energy  

Suna sila innuyuaq neryutit imaq Energy  

Titaliq uuktuun Programmable thermostat 
Tumaitniryutim uyakqami aluaq 
napaagtumi Fossil Fuels  

Tungavik sannayak nunamin Ground mount  

Tuqunaqtuq Emission  
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Tutqiktugan sanayugtak illisaugun Certification  

Tutqitqiyak malirutasak Efficient  

Ukkaknik upkuam nautchiurutaa Blower Door Test 

Uktuun unaq niglak Thermostat  

Ulurianaituq Sustainable  

Unaqtug Imiq Solar Hot Water  

Utgdgik-tuk-simiktugru Hydroelectric  Dam  

Utiqtiguaga Rebate  

Uttiktitat niuvgutiriyat Rebate  

Uugtuun enikmun Yardstick Energy Audit  

Uunakniq passiqun Solar power  

Uunaksivik Boiler  

Uunaqsiivik Boiler  

Uunaqutait AC power  

Uusukluit Fossil Fuels 

Yuratitichiyi Boiler  
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Appendix N: Innuinaktun Translations 

 

 21 Words created from collective Innuinaktun translations 

 

Innuinaktun English Words 

Allakguktuuk hilalu nunalu Climate change  

Anguhiguitiit pautuiit Wind Turbine Blade  

Anugihiuttin Wind Turbine  

Batteried Batteries  

Havaak havaaktuyuuk Pressure  

Havakgut kaukhalaliugut Hydroelectric  

Havakniaq kuuvgaam Run of River  

Hingingum annukgikgan kaumattniak Solar  

Hinigingum imanik unknukhit Solar Hot Water  

Huliyakhaiugut hinginigum unnakguttin Passive solar  

Imakhimiktaaq havakniagnii Hydroelectric  Dam  

Immaggutt angttuit aulatyutaat Water Turbine  

Iqlubium kanganni tungavia Roof mount  

Iqlubnam kanganni tunnavia Roof mount  

Nalautittigut haukqattaganun Inverter  

Nunamut tunnavia Ground mount  

Quilingtutin alguyuit Power Line  

Qukliiktuak Pressure  

Ugtuaktuakgut pityuttaa kappkanuittumik Certification  

Uktunn nuikgaitgun Yardstick Energy Audit  

Unnakluttnin kulliktuttittun ninginmin Solar power  
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Appendix O: Individual Words 

370 Individual Inuvialuktun Words and the associated term 

 

Inuvialuktun term Term associated with (Dialect): 

Abruyaq Transmission Line - S  

AC AC power - S 

Agpaktualik Hydroelectric - U 

Agun Lifecycle costing - S  

Agurat Power Line - U 

Akiin  Lifecycle costing - S  

Akilitat Rebate - S  

Akitutilanga Incentive - S 

Aklikuagatalugu Lifecycle costing - U 

Akora Fossil Fuels - U 

Alangugtuaq Climate change - S  

Alanguqpaq-tuag Energy - S 

Alanguqti Inverter - S 
Alatinuunia - 
Gutivuur Alternative Energy 

Alguyuit Power Line - I 

Allakguktuuk Climate change - I 

Allangasiyaq Climate change - S 

Allanguqtuk Climate change - S  

Allayuag  Run of River - S  

Allguyat Transmission Line - S  

Alnga Alternative Energy - S 

Aloak Fossil Fuels - U 

Aluaq  Fossil Fuels - S  

Aluryakpaluk  Transmission Line - S 

Aneuri Kinetic - S 

Angik Geothermal - S 

Angttuit Water Turbine - I 

Anguhailaq Renewable Energy - S  

Anguhiguitiit Wind Turbine Blade - I 

Anguttait Wind Turbine Blade - S  

Annuir Wind Turbine - S 
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Annukgikgan Solar - I 

Annuri Wind Turbine - S  

Annuri Wind Turbine Blade - S 

Annurisiun Wind Turbine - S  

Annurisuutim Wind Turbine Blade - S  

Anugihiuttin Wind Turbine - I 

Anurim Wind Turbine - S  

Atauksangat Wind Turbine - S  

Atomanigiiktak Baseline - S  

Atuaksanum Energy Star - S  

Atugtiluanga Energy audit - S  

Atumanigiktak Baseline - S  

Atunamruikg Run of River - U 

Atunutlugu Hydroelectric - U 

atuqlugu Energy Star - S 

Aulapguqtuk Hydroelectric - S  

Aulaqtaun Batteries - S 

Aulaqtitaum AC power - S 

Aulaqtitaum DC power - S 

Aulaqtitaun Inverter - S 

Aularuk Kinetic - U 

Aulata Hydroelectric - S  

Aulatanga Wind Turbine - S  

Aulatyutaat Water Turbine - I 

Aulavik Water Turbine - S 

Aulavinga Furnace - S 

Aulayok Wind Turbine - S  

Aulayuaq Kinetic - S  

Aulayuaq  Kinetic - S 

Aulayuat Kinetic - S  

Aulayug Furnace - S 

Aulayut  Kinetic - S  

Aullan Solar panels - S 

Aullapqayaat Lifecycle costing - S  

Aullaquivik Baseline - S  

Auyallitaum Efficient - S  

Batteried Batteries - I 

DC DC power - S 
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Emagunn Hydroelectric - S  

Emiktatutime  Run of River - U 

Engingmun Transmission Line - S  

Engnikmon Energy audit - S  

Engniktuut Energy - S 

Engnikutlik Penstock - S 

Enikmun Yardstick Energy Audit - S  

Haguakiruak Pressure - U 

Haukqattaganun Inverter - I 

Havaak Pressure - I 

Havaaktuyuuk Pressure - I 

Havaglugu Efficient - U 

Havakgut Hydroelectric - I 

Havakniagnii Hydroelectric  Dam - I 

Havakniaq Run of River - I 

Hilalu Climate change - I 

Himiktchulugu Hydroelectric  Dam - U 

Hingingum Solar - I 

Hinginigum Passive solar - I 

Hinigingum Solar Hot Water - I 

Hukatulanga Rate of flow - U 

Huliyakhaiugut Passive solar - I 

Huuna Energy - U 

Ibyangunal  Air exchanger - S 

Igalrum Window Plastic - S 

Igluit Indoor air quality - S 

Iglumqilaa Roof mount - S 

Iglumun Weather Stripping - S 

Ikkumantituaq Alternative Energy - S  

Illisaugun Certification - S  

Illuatun Code - S  

Iluani Indoor air quality - S 

Ilum Insulation - S 

Ilummiksaq Rigid board insulation - S 

Imaagmi Hydroelectric Dam - S 

Imagum Rate of flow - U 

Imak  Run of River - S  

Imakhimiktaaq Hydroelectric  Dam - I 
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Imakikimik  Hydroelectric - U 

Iman Hydroelectric - S  

Iman Pressure - S  

Imanik Solar Hot Water - I 

Imaq Energy - S 

Imaq Kinetic - S  

Imaq Penstock - S 

Imaq Rate of flow - S 

Imaq Sustainable - S 

Imàq Efficient - S 

Imaq  Hydroelectric Dam - S 

Imaq  Pressure - S 

Imaq  Pressure - S  

Imigumialiguta Water Turbine - U 

Imigumialiguta Penstock - U 

Imik Hydroelectric  Dam - U 

Imikataunaktuk Wind Turbine  - U 

Imikun Hydroelectric - U 

Imiq Rate of flow - S  

Imiq Pressure - S  

Imiq Solar Hot Water - S 

Immaggutt Water Turbine - I 

Immagun Water Turbine - S 

Immakmik Penstock - S 

Ingikvikpak Furnace - S 

Ingikvium Incentive - S 

Ingiliqiyi Power Plant - S 

Ingilran Alternative Energy - S  

Ingilrutitnunlu  Lifecycle costing - S  

Ingiqutilik Solar power - S 

Ingnirvik Furnace - S 

Innuyuaq Energy - S 

Inugiaqtilat Baseline - S 

Inugunn Lifecycle costing - S  

Inuit Kinetic - S  

Inuit Baseline - S 

Inuit Orientation - S 

Inuniagutivuut Renewable Energy - U 
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Inuniarutit  Renewable Energy - S  

Inunuaqrutit Alternative Energy - S 

Inunuarung Lifecycle costing - S  

Inuuniaqrutil Lifecycle costing - S 

Inuuniarot Lifecycle costing - S  

Inuuyat Kinetic - S  

Iqlubium Roof mount - I 

Iqlubnam Roof mount - I 

Issumallurutipsaaksak Incentive - S 

Kabyaktitak Penstock - S 

Kabyatik-imaq  Water Turbine - S 

Kabyaung Hydroelectric - S  

Kabyautaa Wind Turbine Blade - S  

Kaibyak Hydroelectric - S  

Kaibyak  Wind Turbine - S  

Kanganni Roof mount - I 

Kanganni Roof mount - I 

Kanuk Rate of flow - U 

Kappkanuittumik Certification - I 

Kaukhalaliugut Hydroelectric - I 

Kaumattniak Solar - I 

Kipuqtitat Orientation - S 

Kogluktauk Wind Turbine - U 

Koguktaukimik Pressure - U 

Kugluk Hydroelectric - S 

Kugluktitak Hydroelectric - S  

Kulliktuttittun Solar power - I 

Kuminnaktuq Fiberglass batt insulation - S 

Kunk  Hydroelectric Dam - S 

Kurmen Run of River - U 

Kuuk Hydroelectric - S 

Kuukmin Run of River - U 

Kuukmun Rate of flow - S  

Kuukpakmin Run of River - S 

Kuupaqmi Run of River - S  

Kuuvgaam Run of River - I 

Maligun Solar tracker - S 

Malik Code - S 
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Maliktaksat Code - S  

Malirutaksat Code - S  

Malirutasak Efficient - S  

Maliun Passive solar - S 

Maptuyuq Rigid board insulation - S 

Marinaktuq  Certification - S 

Miglinagniaktuk Energy Star - U 

Mik-sak Insulation - S 

Miuvaayuanum Energy Star - S  

Naipiktung Yardstick Energy Audit - S 

Naktut Code - S 

Nalautittigut Inverter - I 

Namaktok Baseline - U 

Nanaitguta Energy Star - S  

Nananum Ground mount - S 

Naniktuit Power Line - U 

Napaagtumi Fossil Fuels - S  

Napiqtugak-sak Energy audit - S 

Napsuiyang Energy audit - S 

Napsuiyaun Energy audit - S  

Natchium  Alternative Energy - S  

Natuk Energy - U 

Nautchiatlu Renewable Energy - S 

Nautchiuq Certification - S 

Nautchiurniq Energy audit - S  

Nautchiurutaa Blower Door Test - S 

Nautkilararvak Renewable Energy - U 

Nautqilayuat  Renewable Energy - S 

Neryutit  Energy - S 

Neryutit  Kinetic - S  

Niapiktuglog Baseline - U 

Niapiktuglug Energy audit - U 

Niapiktuglug Yardstick Energy Audit - U 

Niglak Thermostat - S 

Ninginmin Solar power - I 

Niryurit Renewable Energy - S  

Niryutinlu Renewable Energy - S  

Nituq Lifecycle costing - S  
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Niuvgutiriyat Rebate - S  

Niuviqtun Rebate - S 

Nivaqtaq Ground mount - S 

Nuikgaitgun Yardstick Energy Audit - I 

Nuna Ground mount - S 

Nunalu Climate change - I 

Nunamatani  Fossil Fuels - U 

Nunami Renewable Energy - U 

Nunami  Renewable Energy - S 

Nunamin Geothermal - S 

Nunamin Ground mount - S  

Nunamut Ground mount - I 

Nuniaglugu Incentive - U 

Nutkatitagiat Hydroelectric  Dam - U 

Nutqaqtilugu Hydroelectric Dam - S 

Nutquakvia Run of River - S 

Nutum  Fossil Fuels - U 

Ounaktuk Solar - S  

Panikhaktok Solar Hot Water - S  

Pasianik  Solar Hot Water - S  

Passiqun Solar power - S 

Passirnigata  Solar Hot Water - S  

Pautuiit Wind Turbine Blade - I 

Pitqusit Code - S  

Pityuttaa Certification - I 

Pulauyag Air leakage - S 

Pulvlam Furnace - S 

Pupliaqtat Vapour Barrier - S 

Puvlak Fossil Fuels - U 

qaumakutit  Energy - S 

Qaumaniganin  Solar - S  

Qayagnaiyaqtaq Certification - S  

Qinrung Solar tracker - S 

Qualavia  Penstock - S 

Quanuq  Energy audit - S  

Quaqsaarutinum Inverter - S 

Quaqsarun Transmission Line - S 

Quaqsarun Transmission Line - S  
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Quilingtutin Power Line - I 

Quillis Wind Turbine - S  

Qukliiktuak Pressure - I 

Quliq Yardstick Energy Audit - S 

Qurlurk Rate of flow - S  

Quuq Run of River - S  

Quyallitauyi  Energy Star - S 

Quyuqtiiqugu Incentive - S 

Qwattnuug Energy Star - S 

Saarun Geothermal - S 

Sakvaqun Run of River - S  

Sakvia Run of River - S  

Sanayugtak Certification - S  

Sannayak Ground mount - S  

Sarvaq Rate of flow - S  

Sarvaq Pressure - S  

Savuanum Efficient - S  

Sayuugi Efficient - S  

Seal Oil  Alternative Energy - S  

Seal Oil  Alternative Energy - S  

Siginiqmin Solar tracker - S 

Siginrum Solar Hot Water - S  

Sikinum Solar Hot Water - S  

Sikunum DC power - S 

Sila Climate change - S  

Sila  Energy - S 

Silakput  Climate change - S  

Silaput Climate change - S 

Simiklugu Hydroelectric Dam - S  

Simittutit Weather Stripping - S 

Simmikpaq Hydroelectric Dam - S 

Simmiutaa Air exchanger - S 

Siqiigmin Solar - S 

Siqiniqmin Solar panels - S 

Siqiniqmun Efficient - S  

Siqiniqmun Passive solar - S 

Siqinirmin Solar - S  

Siqinirmun Solar tracker - S 
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Sirqinimin Solar - S  

Siun Wind Turbine - S 

Siutim Wind Turbine Blade - S 

Siyuat Alternative Energy - S  

Suangan Solar - S  

Suanganigtuag Pressure - S  

Suangata Pressure - S  

Suangati Renewable Energy - S  

Suangatin Yardstick Energy Audit - S  

Suanguan Energy audit - S  

Suangun  Energy - S 

Suangutlik Water Turbine - S 

Suiyutillang  Lifecycle costing - S  

Sukaikluga Pressure - S 

Sukasiblunni Run of River - S  

Sukasiyuaq Rate of flow - S  

Sukatilugu Pressure - S 

Suna Energy - S 

Supinik Rate of flow - S 

Suugun Run of River - S  

Suvaarutaa Window Plastic - S 

Taukhihuttit Rebate - U 

Titaliq Programmable thermostat - S 

Tomingingi Power Line - U 

Tumaitniryutim Fossil Fuels - S 

Tungavia Roof mount - I 

Tungavik Ground mount - S 

Tungavik Ground mount - S  

Tunnavia Ground mount - I 

Tunnavia Roof mount - I 

Tupak  Energy - U 

Tuqunaqtuq Emission - S 

Tutkuktigun Furnace - S 

Tutqiktugan Certification - S  

Tutqitqiyak  Efficient - S  

Uangit Rebate - S  

Ubluriak Energy Star - S  

Ublus Lifecycle costing - S  
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Ugtuaktuakgut Certification - I 

Ukkaknik  Blower Door Test - S 

Uktunn Yardstick Energy Audit - I 

Uktuun Thermostat - S 

Ulurianaituq Sustainable - S 

Unaq Thermostat - S 

Unaqtug Solar Hot Water - S 

Unknukhit Solar Hot Water - I 

Unnakguttin Passive solar - I 

Unnakluttnin Solar power - I 

Upkuam  Blower Door Test - S 
Utgdgik-tuk-
simiktugru Hydroelectric Dam - S 

Utigtitat Rebate - S  

Utiktitaq Rebate - S  

Utiktlugu Run of River - U 

Utiqtiguaga Rebate - S  

Utnaq-tilanga Yardstick Energy Audit - S  

Uttiktitat  Rebate - S  

Uugtuun Yardstick Energy Audit - S  

Uuksuit  Alternative Energy - S  

Uuktuun Programmable thermostat - S 

Uuktuun Yardstick Energy Audit - U 

Uuktuutaa Yardstick Energy Audit - S  

UUnaknigata DC power - S 

Uunakniq Solar power - S 

Uunaksivik Boiler - S 

Uunaq Furnace - S 

Uunaqsiivik Boiler - S 

Uunaqsisiivik Solar Hot Water - S  

Uunaqutait AC power - S 

Uungikqun Solar - S  

Uusukluit Fossil Fuels - S  

Uutlqchiruat Rebate - U 

Uyakqami  Fossil Fuels - S 

Yuratitichiyi Boiler - S 
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Appendix P: Survey Results 

Terminology Development workshop March 7 – 9, 2017, Inuvik, NT – Survey Results 

 
4. Overall are you satisfied with the workshop? 
 
Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 8 1 � � � 
 
5. Did you learn anything new?  

6 – Yes - different words in other dialects, solar, work together and share.  
1 – No  
2 – No response 

 
6. Were you satisfied with the location? 
Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 7 2 (hot) � � � 
 
4.  Were you satisfied with the food? 
Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 8 1 (more country food) � � � 
 
5.  Were you comfortable with where you stayed (row house)? 
Very satisfied somewhat neutral dissatisfied very dissatisfied  
 3 2 (too many stairs) 1 � � 
 
6.  How would you rate the presentations? 
Very good good neutral poor very poor  
 6 3 � � � 
 
7.  How would you rate the presenters? 
Very good good neutral poor very poor  
 7 2 � � � 
 
 
8.  What did you enjoy the most about the workshop? 

• Hearing and learning different traditional words and sharing 

• Learning more from everyone; could ask questions and also help presenters 

• All information applied to the awareness of energy use 

• It was very interesting about solar panel 
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• Presentations and translations 

• Information from AEA 

• Learning 

• Working as a team 

• Sharing and working with each other helping each other 
9.  What would you change about the workshop? 

• This needs to be carried in the future with the youth 

• Nothing, enjoyed; learn more and help each other each time 

• More traditional food for Elders 

• Need younger (youth) to join 

• Sharing of constitution and energy terms prior to having class 

• Meeting packages be distributed in advance 

• More time to complete the workshop 
 
10.  Any other comments or suggestions? 

• Koana for the wonderful stay and the good workshop 

• Do it again; build on this. I would be interested 

• Please continue our learning at the ICRC using languages 

• Elders and Youth need a workshop 

• Good and happy people 

• Helpful to upgrade lifestyle 

• Do more – include lifestyle 

• Good information 

• Not scared because of communication 

• Linda and Sheena did an excellent job. Congrats! 

• Country snack like dry fish and dry meat. Catering was good rather than hotel meals. 
 
 
 
 


